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PRAGATI 

The PM chaired his 30th interaction through PRAGATI recently. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ It is a multi-purpose, multi-modal platform for “Pro-Active Governance And Timely Implementation” 

(PRAGATI). 

▪ It is a unique integrating and interactive platform aimed at addressing common man’s grievances. 

▪ It also monitors and reviews important programmes and projects of both central and state governments. 

▪ It is incorporated with three latest technologies- 

1. Digital data management. 

2. Video-conferencing. 

3. Geo-spatial technology.  

▪ It is a three-tier system - PMO, Union Government Secretaries, and Chief Secretaries of the States. 

▪ PM will hold a monthly interaction with the Government Secretaries and Chief Secretaries through Video-

conferencing. 

▪ The system has been designed in-house by the PMO with the help of National Informatics Center (NIC). 

▪ It is also a robust system for bringing e-transparency and e-accountability among the key stakeholders. 

GLOBAL COALITION OF THE WILLING ON POLLINATORS 

Recently Nigeria became the 4th African country to join the “Global Coalition of the Willing on Pollinators”. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ This Coalition was formed to follow up on the findings of IPBES assessment on Pollinators and Food Production. 

▪ This agreement is a stepping stone to protect pollinators and their habitats. 

▪ The coalition now has 28 signatories including, 17 European countries, 5 from Latin America and the Caribbean 

and 4 from Africa. 

▪ Joining the coalition means adopting the following measures- 

1. Taking action to protect pollinators and their habitats. 

2. Sharing experience and lessons learnt in developing and implementing national pollinator strategies. 

3. Reaching out to seek collaboration with a broad spectrum of stakeholders. 

4. Developing research on pollinator conservation. 

5. Supporting and collaborating with each other and those parties that are willing to join the coalition. 

6. Pollinator-dependent species include several fruits, vegetables, oil crops, which are major sources of nutrients 

to humans. 

7. The availability of pollinators helps in crop production in terms of both quantity and quality. 

 

▪ Protecting pollinators will be important for addressing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – 

1. SDG 2 (zero hunger). 

2. SDG 15 (life on land). 

3. SDG 3 (good health and well-being). 

IPBES 

▪ The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) is an 

independent intergovernmental body. 

▪ The objective is to strengthen the science-policy interface for biodiversity and ecosystem services for the 

conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity. 

▪ Currently has over 130 member States. 

▪ A large number of NGOs, civil society groupings, individual stakeholders, also participate in the meet. 

▪ It found that many of the world’s pollinator species are on the decline. 

ISRO TECHNICAL LIAISON UNIT (ITLU) 

Recently Union Cabinet has approved setting up of ITLU at Moscow, Russia. 

▪ It will enable effective technical coordination for timely interventions on diversified matters with Russia. 
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▪ It will support the ongoing bilateral programmes of cooperation in space technology and act on behalf of ISRO. 

▪ It will also help ISRO’s Gaganyaan programme as it requires development of some of the key technologies. 

▪ The Department of Space has already instituted technical liaison units like ITLU at Washington and Paris. 

▪ The cabinet also approved two pacts between the ISRO and space agencies of Bolivia and Bahrain. 

NUTRIENT BASED SUBSIDY (NBS) FOR FERTILIZERS 

Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) approves NBS rates for Phosphatic and Potassic (P&K) 

fertilizers. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ NBS for Fertilizers is a policy under ‘Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers’. 

▪ This will ensure the availability of P&K fertilizers to the farmers on affordable price. 

▪ Under the scheme, a fixed amount of subsidy decided on an annual basis is provided on each grade of subsidized 

P&K fertilizers, except for Urea. 

▪ The scheme allows the manufacturers, marketers, and importers to fix the MRP of the Phosphatic and Potassic 

fertilizers at reasonable levels. 

▪ The MRP will be decided considering the domestic and international prices of P&K fertilizers, inventory level in 

the country and the exchange rates. 

▪ In India, ‘Urea’ is the only controlled fertilizer and is sold at a statutory notified uniform sale price. 

▪ So, NBS aims at ensuring balanced use of fertilizers, improving the agricultural productivity. 

▪ It will also help for better returns to the farmers and also promotes the growth of the indigenous fertilizers 

industry. 

OVERVIEW 

▪ The NBS scheme, was sought to deregulate subsidy on non-urea fertilizers and expected to reduce the subsidy 

burden substantially. 

▪ While the NBS certainly did not lead to any decline in subsidy on fertilizer, it did lead to worsening of soil 

nutrient quality, along with shortages and price increases in all three types of major nutrients, namely 

Nitrogenous, Phosphoric and Potassic. 

▪ An undesirable outcome has been the change in fertilizer mix. As against the recommended Nitrogen (N): 

Phosphorous (P): Potassium (K) ratio of 4:2:1, the NPK ratio in 2013-14 was 8.2:3.2:1. 

▪ The environmental damage caused by the inappropriate use of fertilizers is certainly a matter of serious concern in 

many states. 

▪ Considering that fertilizer subsidy is the second-biggest subsidy after food subsidy, the inaction on the part of the 

government is not only worrying for the fiscal health of the economy but also detrimental to the soil health of the 

country. 

▪ Since fertilizer prices follow the trend in international petroleum prices, the only way to reduce the subsidy bill is 

to reduce the dependence on imports and increase domestic production. 

▪ While rationalizing fertilizer subsidy across nutrients may be the short-term and immediate solution to the 

problem, the need of the hour is to have a policy framework that incentivizes domestic production of fertilizers. 

▪ The bigger challenge is to change the pattern of fertilizer use. This not only involves revamping and re-energizing 

the extension services but also changing the NBS suitably to remove the price distortion caused by it. 

5G 

The transition to fifth-generation cellular networks (known as 5G for short) is soon to happen. 

▪ The transition to 5G is an upgrade to wireless systems that will start reaching mobile phone users in a matter of 

months from now. 

▪ But this is not just about faster smartphones. 

▪ This will affect many other kinds of devices, including industrial robots, security cameras, drones and cars that 

send traffic data to one another. 

▪ This new era will leap ahead of current wireless technology, known as 4G. 

▪ This would offer mobile internet speeds that will let people download movies within seconds and bring big 

changes to video games, sports and shopping. 
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▪ To get the benefits of 5G, users will have to buy new phones, while carriers will need to install new transmission 

equipment to offer the faster service. 

5G 

▪ Essentially, 5G is a set of technical ground rules. 

▪ They define the workings of a cellular network, including the radio frequencies used and how various components 

like computer chips and antennas handle radio signals and exchange data. 

BENEFITS 

▪ Speed - The speed depends on where one is, and which wireless services is used. 

▪ Qualcomm, the wireless chipmaker, said it had demonstrated peak 5G download speeds of 4.5 gigabits a second. 

▪ However, it predicts initial median speeds of about 1.4 gigabits. 

▪ In other words, it would be roughly 20 times faster than the current 4G experience. 

▪ E.g. downloading a typical movie at the median speeds cited by Qualcomm would take 17 seconds with 5G, 

compared with 6 minutes for 4G 

▪ The speeds will be particularly noticeable in higher-quality streaming video. 

▪ Latency - There is another kind of speed, a lag known as latency, that may become even more important with 5G. 

▪ The response is not exactly immediate when issuing a command now on a smartphone, such as starting a web 

search. 

▪ A lag of 50 to several hundred milliseconds is common, partly because signals often must pass between different 

carrier switching centers. 

▪ 5G, which uses newer networking technology, was designed to reduce this latency down to a few milliseconds. 

▪ Reliability - 5G is also designed to deliver signals more reliably than earlier cellular networks. 

 

[Networks now frequently drop bits of data that are not essential for tasks like watching movies on a phone.] 

▪ This change could bring many benefits, notably in fields such as virtual reality. 

▪ The highest-quality VR applications now typically require bulky headsets that are connected by wire to nearby 

personal computers that generate 3-D images. 

▪ With 5G, that would be off-loaded wirelessly to other machines, freeing users to move and making it easier to 

develop goggles the size of eyeglasses. 

▪ In the related field of augmented reality, a smartphone camera could be pointed at a football game to see both live 

video on the display and superimposed player statistics or other data 

▪ Besides these, 5G’s impact extends to medicine and other fields that increasingly rely on high-speed connections. 
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▪ Officials in the United States and China see 5G networks as a competitive edge. 

▪ The faster networks could help spread the use of artificial intelligence and other cutting-edge technologies too. 

FARM PONDS 

Prime Minister explained the need to implement innovative water management measures, at a recent NITI 

Aayog meeting. 

He stressed on the importance of rainwater harvesting both at the household and community levels. Here, an 

intervention that has been tried out and perhaps needs to be taken up on a bigger scale is the construction of farm 

ponds. 

FARM PONDS 

▪ Cost-effective structures. 

▪ Enhances water control, contributes to agriculture intensification and boost farm incomes. 

▪ These ponds are a financially viable plan, with a fairly high Internal Rate of Return. 

▪ However, this is possible only if they act as rainwater harvesting structures and not as intermediate storage points 

for an increased extraction of groundwater or diversion of canal water. 

RECENT STUDY 

 

▪ Farm ponds aid in superior water control through the harvesting of rainfall, surface run-off and subsurface flows. 

▪ Some of them functioned exclusively as recharge points, contributing to groundwater replenishment. 

▪ They also helped in providing supplemental irrigation in the kharif season and enhanced irrigation coverage in 

rabi season. 

▪ The yield of paddy stabilised, thus contributing to greater food security. 

▪ Farm ponds can retain water for 8-10 months of the year. 

▪ This means that the farmers could enhance cropping intensity and crop diversification within and across seasons. 

▪ Increase in area used to cultivate vegetables and other commercial crops. 
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▪ These ponds are being used as intermediate storage points, accelerating groundwater depletion and increasing 

evaporation losses as the groundwater is brought to the surface and stored in relatively shallow structures. 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

▪ Maharashtra government is promoting farm ponds under a flagship programme by offering a subsidy of up to 

₹50,000 per farmer. 

▪ However, most of them are being constructed without inlet and outlet provisions and their walls are raised above 

the ground level by only a few feet. 

▪ They cannot arrest the excess run-off as there is no inlet, so they cannot be used effectively for rainwater 

harvesting. 

▪ Further, farmers line them at the bottom with plastic, restricting seepage and converting the ponds into 

intermediate storage points. 

▪ Such farm ponds have an adverse impact on the water tables and accelerate water loss. 

▪ The usual practice here is to lift water from a dug well or a bore well, store it in the pond and then draw it once 

again to irrigate the fields, often using micro-irrigation. 

WHAT COULD BE CAUSE OBSTRUCTION AND HOW TO STOP IT? 

▪ Offering a secure irrigation facility will intensify competition for extraction of groundwater from the aquifer. 

▪ In such cases, farmers fill up their farm ponds first when the canal is in rotation and then take it from the pond to 

the field. 

▪ This can obstruct the circulation of water. 

▪ During canal rotation, the aquifer will get recharged because of the return flow of water coming from the irrigated 

fields. 

▪ This return flow benefits all, as most of the farmers access water though wells in this command. 

▪ But if canals fill up the farm ponds first, it restricts their benefits only to the pond owners and, in the long term, 

reduces the overall return flow at the system level. 

Overall, farm ponds can act as effective harvesting structures and also yield healthy financial returns. But if they are 

promoted merely for on-farm storage of groundwater and canal water, they could accelerate, rather than reduce, the 

water crisis in the countryside. 

SEPARATE MINISTERIES CREATED 

The creation of a separate ministerial portfolio for animal husbandry, dairying and fisheries has aroused 

interest amongst enthusiasts in the agricultural policy space. 

BACKGROUND 

▪ The former Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries (DAHDF) was responsible for overseeing 

matters related to animal husbandry, dairy development and fisheries. 

▪ It advised state governments and Union Territories on formulation of policies and programmes related these 

matters. 

▪ Formed in February 1991, the department came under the purview of the ministry of agriculture and farmers’ 

welfare. 

▪ Earlier this year, a new department called the Department of Fisheries was created out of the erstwhile DAHDF. 

WHAT ARE SOME SKEWED POLICIES AND INCENTIVE STRUCTURES? 

▪ Agricultural policies were bent towards food grain cultivation to overcome the food shortage crisis in the mid-

1960s. 

▪ However, long after attaining self-sufficiency, agricultural policies have remained undesirably crop-centric. 

▪ Packages of benefits targeted at the welfare of the farming community have remained confined to those cultivating 

crops. 

▪ The Kisan Credit Card (KCC) scheme’s facility was extended to livestock and fish farmers only in 2018—after a 

long gap of 20 years (i.e. KCC introduced in 1998). 

▪ Even the most recent PM Kisan Samman Nidhi (PM-KISAN) scheme for providing income support targeted only 

the crop cultivating farmers. 
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WHAT COULD BE DONE? 

▪ The new ministry could work to extend the above benefits even to those engaged exclusively in the allied sectors. 

▪ The definition of the ‘farmer’ has to be relooked and the ministry can play a pivotal role in mainstreaming these 

allied sub-sectors. 

▪ With the creation of the new ministry, both the departments under it will have significantly higher budget 

allocations. 

CONTROLLER GENERAL OF ACCOUNTS (CGA) 

▪ CGA works under Department of Expenditure, ‘Ministry of Finance’. 

▪ The office of CGA is the apex Accounting Authority. 

▪ It is the principal advisor on Accounting matters to the Union Government. 

▪ It is not a constitutional body, but it derives its mandate and exercises the powers of the President from Article 

150 of the constitution. 

▪ Article 150 states that, the accounts of the Union and of the States shall be kept in such form as the President may, 

on the advice of the Comptroller and Auditor-General of India. 

▪ It is responsible for establishing and maintaining a technically sound Management Accounting System. 

OTHER FUNCTIONS ARE, 

▪ It formulates policies relating to general principles, form and procedure of accounting for the government. 

▪ It administers the process of payments, receipts and accounting in Central Ministries. 

▪ Prepares, consolidates and submits the monthly and annual accounts of the Central Government. 

▪ It is responsible for maintaining the requisite technical standards of Accounting. 

▪ It administers banking arrangements of Government expenditures and collection of government receipts. 

▪ It is responsible for coordination and monitoring the progress of submission of corrective action taken on the 

recommendations contained in Public Accounts Committee’s (PAC) and the CAG reports. 

▪ It brings out an annual booklet titled "Accounts at a Glance" that brings out broad features of Government 

Receipts and Expenditure. 

▪ CGA does the Cadre management of Group ‘A’ (Indian Civil Accounts Service) and Group ‘B’ Officers of the 

Central Civil Accounts Offices. 

INDUS SCRIPT 

▪ It is the earliest form of writing known in the Indian subcontinent, developed by the ‘Indus Valley Civilization’. 

▪ It is also known as the Harappan script. 

 

▪ The origin of this script is poorly understood and it 

remains undeciphered. 

▪ The languages that the script represents is still 

unknown and its connection with proper Indian 

writing systems is uncertain. 

▪ There is no known bilingual inscription to help to 

decipher the script. 

▪ The earliest known examples of the Indus Script 

signs, attested on ‘Ravi’ and ‘Kot Diji pottery’ was 

excavated at Harappa. 

▪ It dates back to early Harappan phase (3500-2700 

BCE). 

▪ Examples of Indus writing has been found on seals pottery, bronze tools, stoneware bangles, bones, ivory. 

▪ Square stamp seals are the dominant form of Indus writing media. 

▪ The Indus Script was generally written from right to left but there are some exceptions where the writing is 

bidirectional. 

▪ It combined both word signs and symbols with phonetic value. 

▪ This type of writing system is known as "logo-syllabic", where some symbols express ideas or words while others 

represent sounds. 
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▪ A majority of the Indus Valley inscriptions were written ‘logographically’ (by using word signs). 

▪ Indus Script sometimes used ‘rebus principle’, where a word-symbol used only for its sound value. 

▪ For example, the combination of the pictures of a honey bee and a leaf to signify the word “belief” (bee+leaf). 

▪ The Indus script has been assigned the ISO 15924 code “Inds”. 

THUDUMBATTAM 

▪ It is one of the folk art form belongs to the Kongu region (Coimbatore, Erode, Salem) of Tamil Nadu. 

▪ It is the ‘Rhythm of celebration’ and are played at temple festivals. 

▪ The instrument ‘thudumbu’, locally known as jamab, kidumutti, thidumam, uruti and chera thudumbu. 

▪ The origin of the name thudumbu has been attributed to the ‘Thudumbars’, a tribal community. 

▪ They are living in Pollachi, Mettupalayam, Karamadai, Nilgris and Kovai areas. 

▪ This community used to serve and entertain the Chola, Chera and the Pandya kings, who went for ‘vana bhojana’ 

in the forests. 

▪ The thudumbu was also played to chase away the wild animals. 

▪ It was also said tha ‘thudumbu’ was introduced by the Vijayanagar empire. 

▪ The bowl-shaped thudumbu that resembles the bayan of the tabla is made of mud. 

▪ Its single face is covered with skin and connected with chords to the bottom of the instrument. 

▪ It is either hung over the waist of the performer and played or held between the legs and played with two sticks. 

▪ It is mostly performed by a group of men. 

▪ This instrument has found its way to Kerala, where it is known as the ‘thambolam melam’. 

▪ This is performed during festivals in and around Palakkad, Koyyamarakkadu and Attapadi and 

Kizhakkumpattukara. 

PROJECT WASCAL 

Recently, the German Research Minister pledged $27.6 million in additional support to this regional project. 

▪ Project WASCAL (West Africa Science Service Center on Climate Change and Adapted Land) is a regional 

climate change project. 

▪ It is being sponsored by Germany, to combat climate change in West Africa. 

 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ The WASCAL database is the foundation on which our research can be based upon. 

▪ It helps researchers find out, how high the temperature was 5 years ago in a particular region. 

▪ The intensity of solar radiation, the condition of the ground and many other parameters can also be measured. 

WHAT CONDITIONS ARE BECOMING MORE EXTREME?  

▪ Only with the knowledge of exactly what climatic conditions prevail, preparations can be made for extreme 

weather conditions. 

▪ Among other things, WASCAL is working on more precise rain forecasts for farmers. 
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▪ It is also working on to find out how much more water will be needed when the climate warms up by two degrees. 

▪ With their relatively weak economies, African countries hardly contribute to climate change. 

▪ However, heat, drought, floods, in short the consequences of climate change, are likely to hit the continent hard. 

WHO ARE THE CLIMATE DOCTORS IN ACTION? 

▪ African countries already suffer from extreme climate conditions and are poorly prepared for the consequences of 

climate change. 

▪ This is why the project includes the training of young scientists. 

▪ 10 doctoral programs and 2 master’s programs have been introduced at several West African universities. 

▪ They already have 250 experts in climate change and water supply, in adapted land use, or climate changae and 

security. 

▪ These experts now work across West Africa to prepare political and economic players for climate change. 

HOW IS TRAINING RATHER THAN MIGRATION? 

▪ The trained climate experts can bring a wealth of knowledge and they are highly looked upon. 

▪ The Research Minister also likes to boost vocational training in the field of climate protection in West Africa in 

the future. 

▪ The Minister also said that the practical side must come directly from industry, so that the young people are able 

to connect. 

▪ These things would speed up development in Africa and pressure is not created for a new wave of migration. 

INTER-STATE RIVER WATER DISPUTES (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2019 

The Inter-State River Water Disputes (Amendment) Bill, 2019 was recently introduced in the Lok Sabha. The 

Bill amends the Inter-State River Water Disputes Act, 1956. 

▪ The Act provides for the adjudication of disputes relating to waters of inter-state rivers and river valleys. 

▪ Under the Act, a state government may request the central government to refer an inter-state river dispute to a 

Tribunal for adjudication. 

▪ If the central government is of the opinion that it cannot be settled through negotiations, it sets up a Water 

Disputes Tribunal within a year of receiving such a complaint. 

KEY PROVISIONS 

 

▪ Disputes Resolution Committee: Under the Bill, when a state puts in a request regarding any water dispute, the 

central government will set up a Disputes Resolution Committee (DRC), to resolve the dispute amicably.   

The DRC will comprise of a Chairperson, and experts with at least 15 years of experience in relevant sectors, to be 

nominated by the central government.   

It will also comprise one member from each state (at Joint Secretary level), who are party to the dispute, to be 

nominated by the concerned state government.  
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▪ The DRC will seek to resolve the dispute through negotiations, within one year (extendable by six months), and 

submit its report to the central government.  

If a dispute cannot be settled by the DRC, the central government will refer it to the Inter-State River Water 

Disputes Tribunal.  Such referral must be made within three months from the receipt of the report from the DRC.  

 

▪ Tribunal: The central government will set up an Inter-State River Water Disputes Tribunal, for the adjudication 

of water disputes.   

This Tribunal can have multiple benches.  All existing Tribunals will be dissolved, and the water disputes pending 

adjudication before such existing Tribunals will be transferred to the new Tribunal. 

 

▪ Composition of the Tribunal: The Tribunal will consist of a Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, three judicial 

members, and three expert members.  They will be appointed by the central government on the recommendation 

of a Selection Committee.   

Each Tribunal Bench will consist of a Chairperson or Vice-Chairperson, a judicial member, and an expert 

member.   

The central government may also appoint two experts serving in the Central Water Engineering Service as 

assessors to advise the Bench in its proceedings.  The assessor should not be from the state which is a party to the 

dispute. 

 

▪ Time frames: Under the Act, the Tribunal must give its decision within three years, which may be extended by 

two years.  Under the Bill, the proposed Tribunal must give its decision on the dispute within two years, which 

may be extended by another year. 

Under the Act, if the matter is again referred to the Tribunal by a state for further consideration, the Tribunal must 

submit its report to the central government within a period of one year. This period can be extended by the central 

government.  The Bill amends this to specify that such extension may be up to a maximum of six months. 

 

▪ Decision of the Tribunal: Under the Act, the decision of the Tribunal must be published by the central 

government in the official gazette.   

This decision has the same force as that of an order of the Supreme Court.  The Bill removes the requirement of 

such publication.   

It adds that the decision of the Bench of the Tribunal will be final and binding on the parties involved in the 

dispute.   

The Act provided that the central government may make a scheme to give effect to the decision of the Tribunal. 

The Bill is making it mandatory for the central government to make such scheme.  

 

▪ Data bank: Under the Act, the central government maintains a data bank and information system at the national 

level for each river basin.  The Bill provides that the central government will appoint or authorise an agency to 

maintain such data bank. 

SANKALP SCHEME 

Skills Acquisition and Knowledge Awareness for Livelihood Promotion (SANKALP) project focuses on skill 

development. 

▪ It is programme of ‘Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship’. 

▪ It is an outcome-oriented project supported by ‘World Bank’. 

▪ It aims to implement the mandate of the National Skill Development Mission (NSDM). 

▪ It focuses on district level skilling ecosystem through seamless convergence and coordination. 

▪ It has a special focus on decentralised planning and quality improvement. 

▪ It covers the overall skilling ecosystem of both Central & State agencies. 

▪ Four key areas identified under the scheme are, 

1. Institutional Strengthening (National, State & District level). 

2. Quality Assurance of skill development programs. 

3. Inclusion of marginalised population in skill development and. 

4. Expanding Skills through Public Private Partnerships (PPPs). 
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▪ An award has also launched to promote skill planning at the district level, namely “District Skill Development 

Plan (DSDP) Awards”. 

▪ The key components of this scheme are: 

1. National Skill Certification Body - An independent body for regulating skill assessment. 

2. Unified National Accreditation board – A standard registration and accreditation criteria for trainers & 

training centres. 

3. National Skill Research Division – It is an independent think tank with an objective to analyse labour markets 

to help make policies that suit the current trends. 

4. Kaushal Mart – This is a consolidated Skilling Resource Marketplace which offers a credible platform for an 

exchange of skilling resources. 

5. Takshila: National Portal for trainers – This functions as the central archive of information regarding the skill 

development of Trainers. 

 

STRIVE SCHEME 

Skills Strengthening for Industrial Value Enhancement (STRIVE) is a new World Bank funded central sector scheme 

that has been approved by Expenditure Finance Committee (EFC) in November 2016 for a total cost of Rs. 2200 

crore. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Improved performance of ITI. 

2. Increased Capacities of State Governments to support ITIs and Apprenticeship Training 

3. Improved Teaching and Learning. 

4. Improved and Broadened Apprenticeship Training. 

5. Difference between SANKALP scheme STRIVE scheme 

The basic difference between SANKALP scheme and STRIVE scheme is that SANKALP envisages to get more 

trainers while STRIVE will incentivize it is to improve overall performance. 

INSTITUTIONS OF EMINENCE (IOE) 

Recently UGC recommends 20 institutions for IoE. 

▪ It is the scheme of University Grants Commission (UGC). 

▪ Objectives of the scheme are, 
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1. to provide for higher education leading to excellence and innovations. 

2. to engage in areas of specialization to make distinctive contributions to the objectives of the university 

education system. 

3. to provide for high quality teaching and research and for the advancement of knowledge and its dissemination 

through various research programmes. 

4. It is expected that the selected Institutions will come up in top 500 of the world ranking in 10 years and in top 

100 of the world ranking eventually overtime. 

▪ These Institutions shall be provided with greater autonomy: 

1. to admit foreign students up to 30% of admitted students. 

2. to recruit foreign faculty upto 25% of faculty strength. 

3. to offer online courses upto 20% of its programmes. 

4. to enter into academic collaboration with top 500 in the world ranking Institutions without permission of 

UGC. 

▪ The institution will get financial assistance up to Rs. 1000 Crore over the period of five years under this scheme. 

HYPERLOOP 

It is the futuristic transportation system concept, proposed by Elon Musk. 

▪ It envisages pods or capsules travelling at high speeds through low-pressure tubes erected on columns or tunneled 

underground. 

▪ The system is fully autonomous and sealed, so no driver-related error is anticipated. 

▪ In a sealed environment with almost no air resistance, the pods are expected to reach very high speeds. 

▪ It uses magnetic levitation, and is propelled by a proprietary electric propulsion system. 

▪ Its motion will not involve contact, so the vehicle will be virtually noiseless. 

▪ It is so far only a concept with no resemblance to any public transport system known to man. 

 

OVERVIEW 

Hyperloop is a new form of ground transport currently in development by a number of companies, It could see 

passengers travelling at over 700 miles an hour in floating pod which races along inside giant low-pressure tubes, 

either above or below ground. 

What makes Hyperloop different? 

There are two big differences between Hyperloop and traditional rail. Firstly, the pods carrying passengers travel 

through tubes or tunnels from which most of the air has been removed to reduce friction. This should allow the pods to 

travel at up to 750 miles per hour. 

Secondly, rather than using wheels like a train or car, the pods are designed to float on air skis, using the same basic 

idea as an air hockey table, or use magnetic levitation to reduce friction.  
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What are the benefits of Hyperloop? 

Supporters argue that Hyperloop could be cheaper and faster than train or car travel, and cheaper and less polluting 

than air travel. They claim that it's also quicker and cheaper to build than traditional high-speed rail. Hyperloop could 

therefore be used to take the pressure off gridlocked roads, making travel between cities easier, and potentially 

unlocking major economic benefits as a result. 

When are the first Hyperloops going to be available? 

A number of different companies are working to turn the idea into a functioning commercial system. 

Hyperloop technology is still in development even though the basic concept has been around for many years. At the 

moment, the earliest any Hyperloop is likely to be up and running is 2020 but most services are expected to be later, as 

trials of the technology are still in their early stages. 

TARBALLS 

 

▪ Tarballs are dark-coloured, sticky balls of oil that 

form when crude oil floats on the ocean surface. 

▪ They are formed by weathering of crude oil in 

marine environments. 

▪ They are transported from the open sea to the 

shores by sea currents and waves. 

▪ They are usually coin-sized and are found strewn 

on the beaches. 

▪ However, over the years, they have become as big 

as basketballs and can weigh as high as 6-7 kgs. 

▪ The presence of several tarballs indicate an oil 

spill. 

▪ They can get stuck to the fishing nets installed in the sea, making it difficult for fishermen to clean. 

▪ It could also affect marine life, especially filter feeders like clams and oysters. 

▪ Tarball pollution is a major concern to global marine ecosystem. 

▪ Microbes such as bacteria and fungi are known to be associated with tarballs. 

▪ They presumably play an important role in tarball degradation and some are potential human and animal 

pathogens. 

▪ They are difficult to break down, and can therefore travel for hundreds of miles in the sea. 

▪ International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Co-operation (OPRC) is an international 

maritime convention establishing measures for dealing with marine oil pollution. 

▪ It aims at providing a global framework for international cooperation in combating major incidents of Marine 

Pollution. 

▪ Parties to the convention are required to establish measures in dealing with pollution incidents either nationally or 

with other countries. 

▪ Ships are required to carry a Shipboard Oil Emergency Plans. 

FOREST RIGHT ACT, 2006 

There is a proposal to cut down the Forests Right Act, 2006. 

FOREST RIGHTS ACT (FRA) 

▪ The FRA is a piece of social legislation which aims to address the historical injustice that our forest dwelling 

communities have had to face for nearly 150 years. 

▪ It provides them with security of tenure over land for cultivation and habitation through individual rights. 

▪ It also provides access to a variety of resources through more than a dozen types of community forest rights. 

WHAT DO THE PROVISIONS MEAN? 

▪ It empowers forest dwelling communities to protect, regenerate, conserve and manage any community forest 

resource which they have been traditionally protecting and conserving. 

▪ It has the provision for creating critical wildlife habitats within protected areas. 
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WHAT ARE THE LEGAL CHALLENGES? 

▪ The very constitutionality of the FRA was challenged in the Supreme Court in 2008 by some conservation 

organisations. 

▪ The court’s order of February, 2019 puts FRA in a state of temporary disuse; this highlights the very tardy 

implementation of the FRA by the State governments. 

▪ One of the key arguments is that, FRA is beyond the legislative competence of Parliament as ‘land’ is a state 

subject. 

▪ If this argument is accepted, the Wildlife Protection Act and the entire architecture of forest laws will have to be 

dismantled as ultra vires as all of them deal with ‘land’. 

▪ The Supreme Court (SC) order directs the eviction of forest dwellers whose claims have been rejected under the 

FRA. 

▪ Many State governments have admitted to the SC that their implementation of the FRA has been incomplete and 

flawed. 

▪ This rejects the misguided and unmeritorious nature of this whole legal challenge becomes very clear. 

WHAT DOES THE FRA HOLD IN IT? 

▪ The FRA is not land distribution legislation, as how it has been criticised now. 

▪ It very clearly states that forest dwellers (Scheduled Tribes or Other Traditional Forest Dwellers) are only entitled 

to claim both individual and community forest rights. 

▪ It is claimed only through a clear process of submitting a claim and after its verification and subsequent approval 

or rejection 

▪ For the rejected cases, an appeal process has been outlined. 

▪ It aims to only confirm tenure and access rights which in some sense the forest dwellers have been exercising de 

facto but under severe restrictions and control. 

▪ It is in fact the failure of the state to settle pre-existing rights under existing forest and conservation laws that 

created the situation of historical injustice. 

WHAT ARE THE PROVISIONS OFTEN SUPPRESSED BY CRITICS OF FRA? 

▪ The FRA does not sanction any fresh clearance of forest, as individual rights over land will only be granted if the 

forest dweller was in possession of that parcel of land on December 13, 2005. 

▪ It also limits the extent of land that can be granted to the area that was occupied on December 13, 2005. 

▪ It places an upper limit of 4 hectares per claimant for individual rights. 

WHAT CAN BE DONE? 

▪ The FRA has potential to strengthen the conservation regime across India by recognising rights of forest dwellers 

over land and community forest resources. 

▪ Democratising the forest governance and conservation should be done by the providing the rights and authority to 

local communities and gram sabhas. 

▪ So, the FRA will empower gram sabhas of the forest dwelling communities to halt the destruction of forests. 

▪ Implementing the FRA in letter and spirit with empathy for forest dwellers will be a decisive step by India to 

achieve conservation justice. 

WATER ICE ON MOON & MERCURY 

According to a new analysis of data from NASA spacecraft, Moon, Mercury may contain more water ice than 

thought. 

▪ The potential ice deposits are found in craters near the poles of both Moon and Mercury. 

▪ It raises the possibility that thick ice-rich deposits also exist on the Moon. 

▪ In the past, telescopic observations and orbiting spacecraft have found glacier-like ice deposits on Mercury. 

▪ The poles of Mercury and the Moon are among the coldest places in our solar system. 

▪ Unlike Earth, the spin axes of Mercury and the Moon are oriented such that, in their polar regions, the Sun never 

rises high above the horizon. 

▪ So, these permanently shadowed regions are so cold that any ice trapped within them can potentially survive for 

billions of years. 
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▪ Even, “Messenger” spacecraft imaged these ice 

deposits earlier. 

▪ Mercury’s polar deposits to be extensively 

distributed in both Mercury’s north and south polar 

regions. 

▪ These deposits appear to be much less patchy than 

those on the Moon, and relatively fresh. 

▪ These craters form when meteoroids or comets 

impact the surface. 

▪ The study used elevation data obtained by 

‘Messenger’ and ‘Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter’ 

(LRO) to measure simple craters on Mercury and 

the Moon. 

▪ The pole-facing slopes of these craters are slightly 

shallower than their equator-facing slopes. 

▪ It is concluded that the most probable explanation 

for these shallower craters is the accumulation of 

previously undetected thick ice deposits on both 

worlds. 

▪ Additionally, unlike Mercury, where the ice has 

been shown to be nearly pure, the deposits 

detected on the Moon are most likely mixed with 

the regolith, possibly in a layered formation.  

▪ The typical age of the simple craters examined by 

the researchers indicates they could potentially 

accumulate ice that was later mixed with overlying 

regolith over long time scales.  

▪ The scientists found that these inferred buried ice 

deposits are correlated with the locations of 

already detected surface ice.  

▪ This finding could imply that the exposed ice 

deposits may be exhumed, or they could result 

from molecular diffusion from depth. 

 

AREA 51 

It is the secret U.S. Air Force military installation located at Groom Lake in southern Nevada. 

▪ It is officially known as the ‘Nevada Test and Training Range’, Area 51 is part of it. 

▪ The area has been used to develop and test supersonic aircraft and stealth fighter jets. 

▪ The installation has been the focus of numerous conspiracies involving extra-terrestrial life (aliens). 

▪ It is believed that, it is the location where the US government stores and hides alien bodies and UFOs. 

▪ It was in 2013 that the CIA published declassified documents admitting that the Area 51 is a secret military site. 

▪ A Facebook event titled “Storm Area 51, They Can’t Stop All of us” was planned by around 2 million people plan  

to storm into Area 51. 
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QRSAM 

Recently ‘Quick Reaction Surface-to-Air (QRSAM) Missile’ was successfully test-fired. 

▪ The state-of-the-art missile has been developed and tested by the ‘Defence Research and Development 

Organisation’ (DRDO). 

▪ It uses solid-fuel propellant and has a range of 25-30 km, with the capability of engaging multiple targets. 

▪ It is equipped with indigenously developed phased array radar, Inertial Navigation System, Data Link and RF 

seeker. 

▪ It is also equipped with electronic countermeasures against jamming by aircraft radars. 

▪ The entire mission was captured by various Electro Optical Tracking Systems, Radar Systems and Telemetry 

Systems. 

▪ It is an all-weather missile that will help the Indian Navy in Inertial Navigation System. 

RESTRICTED USE OF PESTICIDES FOR BASMATI 

▪ Punjab has over 40% of the total Basmati export of India. 

▪ There is a huge demand of Punjab Basmati across the globe. 

▪ So, to meet the demand, farmers use the pesticide on the recommendation of pesticide dealers. 

▪ It is against the instructions of the agricultural experts and are not recommended by Agriculture Department. 

▪ In the past, Punjab Basmati has faced rejection due to detection of residue of such pesticides which are not 

permissible in Europe, US and other countries. 

▪ So, the Punjab government restricted 9 pesticides, which are: Acephate, Carbendazim, Thiamethoxam, Triazofos, 

Tricyclazole, Buprofezin, Carbofuron, Propiconazole and Thiophanate Methyl. 

▪ The use of these restricted pesticides makes the input cost go up Rs 2000 to Rs 4000 per season, with pesticide 

companies making a huge profit. 

▪ Basmati is grown during a period (in July) when naturally there is no pest attack on the crop during the initial 

stage. 

▪ But farmers in Punjab are known to use pesticides as a preventive measure which is not recommended. 

UNSC RESOLUTION 47 

The government removed the special status for the state of Jammu and Kashmir by modifying Article 370 of 

India’s Constitution. 

Pakistan in its statement referred to UNSC Resolution 47. 

▪ In 1947, following an invasion by Pakistani soldiers, the Maharaja of Kashmir signed the Instrument of Accession 

with India. 

▪ After the first war in Kashmir (1947-1948), India approached the UNSC to bring the conflict in Kashmir to the 

notice of its members. 

▪ This resolution focuses on the Government of India’s complaint concerning the dispute over the State of J&K. 

▪ UNSC members who oversaw the issue-5 permanent members - China, France, UK, US & Russia & 6 non-

permanent members - Argentina, Belgium, Canada, Colombia, Syria and the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic. 

1. India - Was ready to hold a plebiscite, to know of the people’s desire and accept the results of the vote. 

2. Pakistan - Denied its involvement in the conflict and counter-accused India. 

▪ UNSC - Under Resolution 39 (1948), it set up the UN Commission with a view to facilitate the restoration of 

peace and order and to the holding of a plebiscite, by the two Governments in Kashmir. 

WHAT DID THE UNSC ORDER INDIA TO DO? 

▪ It said that after the Pakistani army had withdrawn from the State, India was to submit a plan to the Commission. 

▪ The plan should be for withdrawing the forces from J&K and to reduce them over a period of time to the 

minimum strength required for civil maintenance of law and order. 

▪ India should appraise the Commission of the stages at which steps had been taken to reduce military presence to 

the minimum strength. 

▪ India was ordered to keep the State forces and police forces in the areas to be agreed upon by the Plebiscite 

Administrator. 

▪ It also directed India to recruit local personnel for law and order and to safeguard the rights of minorities. 
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WHAT DID THE UNSC ORDER PAKISTAN TO DO? 

▪ The UNSC ordered that Pakistan was to withdraw its nationals who had entered the State for the purpose of 

fighting and to prevent future intrusions. 

▪ It also stated it to give full freedom to all subjects of the State to express their views and the freedom to vote in the 

plebiscite. 

WHY INDIA REJECTED THE UNSC RESOLUTION 47? 

▪ India’s disagreement was that the resolution ignored the military invasion by Pakistan and placing both nations on 

an equal diplomatic ground was a dismissal of Pakistan’s aggression. 

▪ The fact that the Maharaja of Kashmir had signed the Instrument of Accession (IoA) was also ignored in the 

resolution. 

▪ The order to form a coalition government will put the Prime Minister of the Jammu & Kashmir, in a difficult 

position. 

▪ India also believed that the powers conferred on the Plebiscite Administrator undermined the state’s sovereignty. 

▪ India wanted Pakistan to be excluded from the plebiscite. 

WHY PAKISTAN REJECTED THE UNSC RESOLUTION 47? 

▪ It objected to even the minimum presence of Indian forces in Kashmir, as allowed by the resolution. 

▪ It wanted equal representation in the state government for the Muslim Conference (Dominant party in Pakistani-

held Kashmir). 

▪ Despite their differences with the provisions of Resolution 47, both India and Pakistan welcomed the UN 

Commission and agreed to work with it. 

PMAY(U) AWARDS 

‘Ministry of Housing & Urban Affairs’ has instituted ‘Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana’ (Urban) Awards. 

▪ It is to recognise the Implementation and Innovation and the outstanding performance by States/UTs, Urban Local 

Bodies and Beneficiaries under this scheme. 

▪ The overarching purpose of the PMAY(U) award be outlined as, 

1. Recognize the achievements in this Mission so far. 

2. Disseminate knowledge on effective methods of design and implementation of the Mission. 

3. Encourage innovations in successful implementation of the projects. 

4. Promote and exchange successful experiences in solving problems, mitigating risks, resolving issues and 

planning for success of the Mission 

5. It is likely to enthuse the States/UTs to fulfil the dream of house for millions, a reality. 

6. It also encourages beneficiaries to build their house aesthetically using sustainable methods. 

▪ The procedure of selection for these awards has been done by linking it with the progress being uploaded in MIS 

system by States/UTs. 

▪ A PMAY(U) mobile application was launched for direct interface of beneficiaries with the PMAY(U) mission. 

▪ The mobile app has been designed for beneficiaries to upload high-resolution photographs and videos highlighting 

their success stories of owning a house under PMAY (U). 

▪ Components of PMAY(U) 

1. BLC - Beneficiary-Led Individual House Construction or Enhancement. 

2. CLSS - Credit Linked Subsidy Scheme 

3. AHP - Affordable Housing in Partnership 

4. ISSR- In-Situ Slum Redevelopment. 

▪ The selection of projects under PMAY (U) and their implementation are with the State/UT Governments. 

KASHMIR BEFORE THE MUGHALS 

▪ Kashmir was ruled by an independent Muslim monarchy after the reign of its last medieval Hindu king ended. 

▪ The original Kashmiri culture and society underwent profound changes. 

▪ The kings of the Kashmir Sultanate (1326 to 1585) – 

1. SHAH MIR 

➢ Regarded as the first Muslim ruler of Kashmir. 
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➢ He is of Turkish-origin and was in the courtroom of King Ranachandra. 

➢ After Kashgar ruler Anandadeva overran Ranachandra’s kingdom, Shah Mir was removed from his position. 

➢ Shah Mir subsequently led their revolt, which led to Anandadeva’s death in 1326. 

➢ In 1339, Shah Mir founded his own dynasty. 

➢ In 1349, he handed over the kingdom to his two sons, Jamshed and Sher Ali. 

 

2. JAMSHED AND SHAHBUDDIN 

➢ A power struggle between the two brothers, in which Jamshed emerged victorious. 

➢ He adopted the title Alauddin. 

➢ Upon his death in 1363, Sher Ali assumed the throne and ruled under the title Shahbuddin. 

➢ Shahbuddin led campaigns to the south, and his major feats included a victory over the Samma dynasty king 

of Sindh. 

➢ Upon his death in 1386, Sher Ali was succeeded by the next-in-line Qutubuddin. 

➢ He was in turn was succeeded in 1396 by his son, the controversial Sikandar. 

 

3. SIKANDAR 

➢ He is sometimes referred as ‘Butshikan’, meaning the destroyer of idols. 

➢ Several Hindu temples are said to have been destroyed during his reign, and many Hindus converted by force. 

➢ He was an astute ruler who managed to save Kashmir from plunder by Timur in 1398. 

➢ Upon Sikandar’s death in 1416, he was succeeded by son Amir Khan. 

➢ He was soon deposed by his brother Shadi Khan in 1422 and subsequently taking the title Zain-ul-Abidin. 

 

4. ZAIN-UL-ABIDIN 

➢ He reversed many of Sikandar’s conservative policies. 

➢ He allowed Hindus and Buddhists to practice their religion. 

➢ He restored many temples and constructed lakes and canals. 

➢ He was also a patron of art, literature, and poetry. 

 

5. MUHAMMAD AND FATEH KHAN 

➢ After Zain-ul-Abidin’s death in 1472, his successor Haji Khan alias Haidar ruled for a year. 

➢ Haji Khan was succeeded by son Hasan, who ruled for a tumultuous 13 years. 

➢ He left his minor son Muhammad in charge. 

➢ After years of courtroom intrigue, Muhammad was deposed by Fateh Khan, a grandson of Zain-ul-Abidin. 

➢ After seizing the throne, Fateh Khan allied with the Delhi Sultanate ruler Sikandar Lodi. 

➢ He resisted Muhammad’s attempts to dislodge him. 

➢ However, Muhammad regained the throne when Fateh Khan died during a voyage in the south, and ruled until 

1535. 

➢ After Muhammad, Kashmir witnessed uncertainty in the next 50-year period. 

➢ Part of which it was ruled by the Chak dynasty. 

➢ At the end of this period, Kashmir became a part of the expanding Mughal Empire under Akbar. 

➢ After Mughals Kashmir became part of the Sikh Empire in the early 19th century. 

➢ Then ultimately it was passed under the Hindu Dogra kings of Jammu. 

SKILL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

UNIDO and National Institute of Solar Energy to partner for skill development program. 

▪ It is to engage national and international experts to bring the best practices in solar thermal energy sector by 

developing specialized training material. 

▪ It is to support capacity building and skill development of technical manpower in the ‘Concentrated Solar Thermal 

Energy Technologies’(CST). 

▪ This will be used to replace conventional fossil fuels such as coal, diesel, furnace oil etc. 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SOLAR ENERGY 

▪ It is an autonomous institution under ‘Ministry of New and Renewable’(MNRE). 

▪ It is an apex National R&D institution in the field Solar Energy. 
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UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

▪ UNIDO is an UN coordinating body central to the promotion of industrial development, poverty reduction and 

environmental sustainability. 

▪ Its mission is to promote Inclusive and sustainable industrial development (ISID) in was described in the ‘Lima 

Declaration’. 

▪ The main objectives of UNIDO are, 

1. The promotion of industrial growth and technological progress. 

2. Most effective use of human resources. 

3. Equitable development through industrialization, industrial development and environmental protection. 

4. International cooperation in industrial investment and technology. 

▪ At present there are 170 Member States in UNIDO. 

▪ It has a Regional Office in New Delhi 

▪ It acts as a focal point to promote UNIDO’s mandate. 

▪ The UNIDO Country Programme (2013-2017) serves as the portfolio of development interventions by UNIDO. 

▪ The Programme is aligned with the 12th Five Year Plan and the United Nations Development Action Framework 

(2013-2017). 

PM KISAN MAAN DHAN YOJANA 

It is a set to launch pension scheme for small farmers by ‘Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare’. 

▪ It covers only small and marginal farmers who own less than 2 hectares of land. (while PM-KISAN is for all 

farmers). 

▪ It aims to improve the life of small and marginal farmers of the country. 

▪ The farmers will have to contribute Rs 100/p.m that seeks to provide minimum fixed monthly pension of Rs. 

3000/- on attainment of 60 years. 

 

▪ It is a voluntary and contributory for farmers in the 

entry age group of 18 to 40 years. 

▪ The Centre will also contribute an equal amount to 

the pension fund to be managed by Life Insurance 

Corporation (LIC). 

▪ Farmers can also allow contribution to be made 

directly from the benefits drawn from the PM-

KISAN scheme. 

▪ The spouse is also eligible to get a separate 

pension of Rs.3000/- upon making separate 

contributions to the Fund. 

▪ In case of death of the farmer before retirement 

date, the spouse may continue the scheme by 

paying the remaining contributions. 

▪ If the spouse does not wish to continue, the total 

contribution made by the farmer along with 

interest will be paid to spouse. 

▪ If there is no spouse, then total contribution along with interest will be paid to the nominee. 

▪ If the farmer dies after the retirement date, the spouse will receive 50% of the pension as Family Pension. 

▪ After the death of both the farmer and the spouse, the accumulated corpus shall be credited back to the Pension 

Fund. 

▪ The beneficiaries may opt voluntarily to exit the Scheme after a minimum period of 5 years of regular 

contributions. 

▪ On exit, their entire contribution shall be returned by LIC with an interest equivalent to prevailing saving bank 

rates. 

▪ The initial enrolment to the Scheme is being done through the Common Service Centres in various states. 
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QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT ANNIVERSARY 

On 8 August, 1942 at the Bombay session of All India Congress led by Mahatma Gandhi passed a resolution of 

Quit India Movement. 

▪ It is also known as ‘August Kranti’ as ‘Gowalia Tank Maidan’ is also known as the August Kranti Maidan. 

▪ The movement gave the slogans ‘Quit India’ or ‘Bharat Chodo’ and Gandhi gave the famous slogan to the people 

– ‘Do or die’ (Karo ya Maro). 

▪ This resolution declared that the immediate ending of the British rule in India. 

▪ The INC was banned. Its leaders were jailed for almost the whole of the war. 

▪ Aruna Asaf Ali took over the AICC session and despite several police warnings a large crowd gathered at 

Mumbai's Gowalia Tank Maidan. 

▪ At that time, Aruna Asaf Ali hoisted the Indian Tricolour proudly. 

▪ It was the first time that the Indian Tricolour was hoisted in public. 

▪ In the absence of leadership, there were stray incidences of violence and damage to government property. 

▪ Many buildings were set on fire, electricity lines were cut and communication and transport lines were broken. 

▪ There was opposition from the Muslim League, the Communist Part of India and the Hindu Mahasabha to the 

movement. 

▪ In some places, parallel governments were also set up. Example: Ballia, Tamluk, Satara. 

▪ The movement had been suppressed due to ruthless use of force. 

ROTAVIRUS VACCINE 

‘Ministry of Health and Family Welfare’ plans to expand Rotavirus vaccine coverage to all states. 

▪ Rotavirus is a viral infection that causes severe diarrhea in children, particularly in youngsters less than 2 years 

old. 

▪ In India, every year 37 out of every 1000 children born are unable to celebrate their 5th birthday and one of the 

major reasons for this is diarrheal deaths. 

▪ It is very contagious and the virus is found in the stool of a person during and after the time, the person has 

diarrhoea. 

 

▪ Not washing a child's hands can lead to the virus contaminating other objects, such as toys. 

▪ Other children can then become infected, if they also touch these contaminated objects. 

▪ The virus easily spreads and causes inflammation in the stomach and intestines. 

▪ Two brands of vaccine are available to protect against rotavirus. 

▪ Antibiotics will not help because they fight bacteria not viruses. 

▪ Since rotavirus disease can cause severe vomiting and diarrhoea, it can lead to dehydration. 

▪ The best way to protect against dehydration is to drink plenty of liquids. 
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▪ Rotavirus vaccine along with proper sanitation, hand wash practices and zinc supplementation will helps in 

reducing the mortality and morbidity due to diarrhoea in children. 

▪ National Technical Advisory Group on Immunization (NTAGI), recommended introduction of rotavirus vaccine 

(RVV) in the Universal Immunization Programme (UIP). 

▪ Government is committed to ending morbidity and mortality in children due to diarrhoea by 2022. 

 

NATIONAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY GROUP ON IMMUNIZATION (NTAGI) 

▪ NTAGI is the highest advisory body on immunization in the country. 

▪ It consists of independent experts who provide recommendations on vaccines after reviewing data on disease 

burden, efficacy and cost-effectiveness of vaccines. 

▪ The Immunization Technical Support Unit (ITSU) was established to support MoHFW for evidence-based 

planning. 

▪ One of the functions of ITSU was to host the NTAGI Secretariat to facilitate the secretarial work of NTAGI. 

E-COMMERCE GUIDELINES 

The Consumer Affairs Ministry recently released the E-Commerce Guidelines for Consumer Protection 2019. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ India’s e-commerce sector is poised to grow four times to $150 billion by 2022. 

▪ However, it is still a work in progress when it comes to safeguarding customer interest. 

▪ Consumers are still compelled to take wild chances in online transactions. 

▪ There is little they can do if their calls go wrong, as returns and reimbursements are risky and cumbersome. 

▪ There are no authentic ways to figure out if product reviews, ratings or even discounts are genuine. 

▪ Given these, a set of guidelines to protect the interests of consumers was a much called-for one. 

KEY GUIDELINES 

▪ An e-commerce entity shall not influence the price of the goods or services. 

▪ It should not adopt any unfair or deceptive methods to influence transactional decisions of consumers. 

▪ Entities are also not to falsely represent themselves as consumers and post reviews about goods and services. 

▪ The guidelines on returns and refunds are designed to favour consumers. 

▪ Marketplace entities (e-commerce platforms) will not be able to buy more than 25% from a single vendor. 

▪ They can also not give discounts on products or sell the goods of the companies in which there is equity 

participation by the marketplace entity. 

CHALLENGES 

▪ Clearly, the Ministry’s thinking seems to be in line with the Centre’s approach to regulating the fast-growing e-

commerce sector. 
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▪ However, it is challenging to balance between regulating consumer interests and encouraging innovation and 

investment, without discriminating against a particular class of investors. 

▪ The DPIIT (Department of Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade) is also framing an e-commerce policy and 

has put up the draft for comments. 

▪ The draft talks about - 

1. retaining ownership and control of data generated within the country (data localisation). 

2. rigorous monitoring of cross-border import. 

3. placing the responsibility of consumer protection on the intermediary. 

4. addressing the issue of piracy 

▪ In this context, the element of indecision over data localisation requirement is still a worry. 

▪ Both the DPIIT and MeitY (Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology) are attempting to make a case 

for data localisation in the e-commerce policy and the data protection policy, respectively. 

FAME INDIA SCHEME PHASE II 

Recently government has sanctioned 5,595 electric buses under Fame India Phase-II. 

▪ 'Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Electric Vehicles in India’(FAME) was launched to promote 

manufacturing of electric and hybrid vehicle and to ensure sustainable growth. 

▪ It was launched by ‘Ministry of Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises’. 

▪ The main objective is to encourage, 

1. Faster adoption of Electric and hybrid vehicle. 

2. Offering upfront Incentive on purchase of Electric vehicles. 

3. Establishing a necessary charging Infrastructure. 

4. To address environmental pollution and fuel security. 

▪ It will offer incentives to manufacturers investing in developing electric vehicles, lithium-ion batteries, electric 

motors. 

▪ The centre has asked states to frame their EV policy and provide additional fiscal and non-fiscal incentives to 

manufacturers and buyers. 

▪ Only buses priced up to Rs 2 crore, plug-in hybrids under Rs 15 lakh, 3-wheelers under Rs 5 lakh and 2-wheelers 

under Rs 1.5 lakh will be eligible for incentives. 

▪ It will also encourage interlinking of renewable energy sources with charging infrastructure. 

NATIONAL CRISIS MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE (NCMC) 

Recently Cabinet Secretary chairs NCMC meeting to review flood situation in Maharashtra, Karnataka, 

Kerala and Gujarat. 

▪ It is a temporary committee set up by the Government in the wake of a natural calamity. 

▪ It is for effective coordination and implementation of relief measures and operations. 

▪ It oversees the command, control and coordination of the disaster response. 

COMPOSITION 

▪ Cabinet Secretary – Chairperson 

▪ Other members - Secretary to Prime Minister Member, Secretaries of Ministries/Departments with specific 

Disaster management responsibilities 

▪ It gives direction to the ‘Crisis Management Group’ (CMG) as deemed necessary. 

CMG 

▪ This group deals with matters relating to relief in the wake of major natural calamities. 

▪ It consists of Relief Commissioner (Chairman) and other nodal officers from various concerned Ministries. 

▪ Its functions are to review: 

1. The contingency plans formulated by various Ministries, Departments and Organizations in their respective 

sectors. 

2. Measures required for dealing with a natural disaster. 

3. Coordinate the activities of the Central Ministries and the State Governments in relation to disaster 

preparedness and relief. 
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SEX RATIO AT BIRTH (SRB) 

Recently a state-wise data of SRB was tabled by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare in Parliament. 

 

▪ The SRB in the country, defined as the number of female births per 1,000 male births. 

▪ There has been a 13-point improvement in the sex ratio from 918 in 2014-15 to 931 in 2018-19. 

▪ Since the launch of Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao, central and state governments with Janbhagidari have consistently 

strived to ensure the potential of our daughters is celebrated.  

▪ Haryana, Uttarakhand, Delhi, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh were felicitated for improvement in Sex Ratio at 

Birth (SRB). 

▪ Ten districts selected for improvement in SRB were also felicitated during the function: They are: East Kameng 

(Arunachal Pradesh), Mahendragarh and Bhiwani (Haryana), Udham Singh Nagar (Uttarakhand), Namakkal 

(Tamil Nadu), Jalgaon (Maharashtra), Etawah (Uttar Pradesh), Raigarh (Chhattisgarh), Rewa (Madhya Pradesh), 

and Jodhpur (Rajasthan). 

▪ In addition, ten districts selected for good work in generating awareness and outreach activities under BBBP were 

also felicitated by the minister. These districts are: Tiruvallur (Tamil Nadu), Ahmedabad (Gujarat), Mandi, 

Shimla, Sirmaur (Himachal Pradesh) Kishtwar (J&K), Gadag (Karnataka), Wokha (Nagaland), Farrukhabad 

(Uttar Pradesh), and Nagaur (Rajasthan). 

▪ Kameng district has registered a sharp improvement in SRB from 807 in 2014-15 to 1,039 in 2018-19. 

IPCC REPORT 

A new report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was released recently. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ It presents the most recent evidence on how the different uses of land like forests, agriculture, and urbanization are 

affecting and getting affected by climate change. 

▪ The Geneva-based IPCC is the United Nations body for assessing the science related to climate change. 

▪ It provides policymakers with regular scientific assessments on climate change, its implications and potential 

future risks, as well as to put forward adaptation and mitigation options. 

WHAT IS THE LAND-CLIMATE LINK? 

▪ Land use, and changes in land use, has always been an integral part of the conversation on climate change. 

▪ That is because land acts as both the source as well as a sink of carbon. 

▪ Activities like agriculture, cattle rearing, etc are a major source of methane and nitrous oxide, which are more 

dangerous than CO2. 

▪ Soil, trees, plantations and forests absorb CO2 for photosynthesis, thus reducing the overall CO2 content in the 

atmosphere. 
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▪ This is the reason why large-scale land use changes like deforestation, urbanisation or change in cropping pattern, 

have a direct impact on the overall emissions of greenhouse gases. 

FINDINGS 

 

▪ It talks about the contribution of land-related activities to global warming. 

▪ It also talks about the manner in which even existential activities like food production contributes to global 

warming and is also affected by it. 

▪ If pre-production and post-production activities are taken into account, food production could contribute as much 

as 37% of all greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) every year. 

▪ It points out that nearly 25% of all food produced is either lost or wasted. And even the decomposition of the 

waste releases emissions. 

▪ Land and ocean together absorb nearly 50% of GHGs emitted every year through natural processes in the carbon 

cycle. 

▪ The importance of land or ocean, as a carbon sink cannot be overstated in the global fight against climate change. 

▪ That is why afforestation and reduction in deforestation are vital approaches in a global strategy to combat climate 

change. 

▪ India’s action plan on climate change too, has a very important component on forests. 

▪ India has promised that it would create an additional carbon sink of about 2.5 to 3 billion tonnes by the year 2032 

by increasing its forest cover, and planting more trees. 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE (IPCC) 

▪ IPCC was established by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO) in 1988. 

▪ It is the United Nations body for the assessment of climate change. 

▪ It provides a clear scientific view on the current state of knowledge in climate change and its potential 

environmental and socio-economic impacts. 

REPO RATE 

Public Sector Banks have announced linking their lending and deposit rates to the RBI's repo rate for 

facilitating faster transmission. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ The RBI has been looking at various ways in which banks can be made to transmit repo rate cuts to depositors and 

borrowers. 

▪ One such idea that banks have come up with is ‘repo-linked deposit and lending rates’. 

▪ Earlier SBI linked the interest rate on its savings bank accounts as well as short-term loans to RBI’s repo rate. 
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▪ Curbing inflation or stimulating growth by raising or lowering the cost of money is the key objective of monetary 

policy. 

▪ But hikes or reductions in the repo rate by RBI had only a marginal impact on the economy because of the partial 

transmission of these cuts by banks. 

▪ The banks source only about 1% of their funds from RBI’s repo window and the bulk from deposits from the 

public. So, it becomes difficult for the banks to slash their lending rates unless their deposit rates moderate. 

▪ Linking savings account interest rates to the repo rate partly solves this problem. 

▪ It ensures that banks’ cost of funds fall immediately after every repo rate cut, enabling lending rates to be pruned. 

▪ Using an external benchmark like the repo rate makes the process more transparent to retail borrowers and 

depositors. 

▪ On the flip side, both savings bank account and loan rates will swing with the repo rate. So, both depositors and 

borrowers will need to brace for more volatile rates and keep a closer watch on MPC actions. 

▪ However, Indian banks have currently linked only a part of their deposits and loans to the repo rate. 

▪ SBI, for instance, applies it only to depositors who have a balance of over Rs 1 lakh in their savings accounts. This 

make up less than 10% of its deposit base. This is bound to lead to partial transmission. 

REPO RATE 

▪ It is the rate at which the RBI lends money to commercial banks. 

▪ A repo rate cut allows banks to reduce interest rates for consumers on loans and lowers EMI on home loans, car 

loans and personal loans. 

INDIA’S ECONOMIC SLOWDOWN 

Last week, RBI cut repo rates by 35 basis points, the sharpest cut in nine years.

There is growing concern about the slowdown in 

India’s economic growth. 

▪ There are two components in economic slowdown: 

1. Structural or the permanent component - it is 

determined in the long term by factors like 

institutions, productivity, human capital etc. 

2. Cyclical or the temporary component - refers 

to short-term fluctuations. 

▪ The fiscal policy followed was pro-cyclical, which 

has only accentuated the problem. 

▪ In a cyclical downturn, it is the fiscal policy that 

should have been ahead, followed by the monetary 

policy. 

▪ But to such an extent the monetary policy appears 

to be fighting a lonely battle, neglecting fiscal 

policy. 

1. Policy prescription to increase economic 

growth. 

2. To increase household savings. 

3. The deposit rates are declining. 

▪ The banking system is actually recovering its 

losses at the cost of household savings. 

 

MERCURY IN FISH 

A new study finds that Climate change is causing an increase of harmful mercury in fish. 

▪ Climate change and over-fishing are leading to a shift in dietary patterns, pushing up the amount of toxic mercury 

in certain fish population. 

▪ The Methylmercury concentrations in Atlantic cod increased by some 23% over the three decades. 
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▪ The coal power plants are the largest single manmade source of mercury pollutants. 

▪ The carbon we release into the atmosphere has a direct correlation to the toxins that end up in our food supply. 

▪ According to the study, a combination of 3 factors, 

1. 20 % reduction in methyl mercury concentration in seawater. 

2. 1* Celsius increase in ocean temperature and 

3. Changes in diet, can either increase or decrease the amount of methyl mercury present in fish. 

▪ Global warming rises the seawater temperatures which makes fish need more energy to swim. 

▪ So, the fish begin to gobble up prey at a more voracious pace, result is a greater concentration of mercury in their 

tissue. 

▪ The ‘Minamata Convention’ of Mercury put a ban on new mercury mines, phase-out of existing ones and strict 

control measures on atmospheric emission. 

▪ There is a global efforts to reduce mercury levels in fish and other marine animals through various environmental 

regulations. 

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (CPI) 

CPI along with Wholesale Price Index (WPI) are 2 widely used indexes to calculate the inflation in the country. 

▪ CPI measure changes over time in general level of prices of goods and services that households acquire for 

consumption. 

▪ The National Statistical Office (NSO), Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation is releasing CPI 

(Rural, Urban, Combined) with the base year 2012 as monthly basis. 

▪ It is widely used as a macroeconomic indicator of inflation, as a tool by governments and central banks for 

inflation targeting. 

▪ It is also used for indexing dearness allowance to employees for increase in prices. 

▪  India has adopted 4 CPIs. 

1. CPI (Industrial Workers). 

2. CPI (Urban Non- Manual Employees). 

3. CPI (Agricultural Labour). 

4. CPI (Rural Worker) 

▪ Monthly price data are collected from 1114 markets in 310 selected towns by NSSO and from 1181 selected 

villages by the Department of Posts. 

▪ The prices are being collected through Web Portals. 

▪ Web portal for rural prices was developed by NIC and for urban prices by the Computer Centre in MoSPI. 

▪ In India, RBI uses CPI (combined) for inflation purpose. 

WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX 

Wholesale Price Index (WPI) represents the price of goods at a wholesale stage i.e. goods that are sold in bulk and 

traded between organizations instead of consumers. 

▪ WPI is used as an important measure of inflation in India. Fiscal and monetary policy changes are greatly 

influenced by changes in WPI. 

▪ In India, wholesale price index is divided into three groups: 

1. Primary Articles (20.1% of total weight) 

2. Fuel and Power (14.9%) and 

3. Manufactured Products (65%) 

 

Primary Articles 

1. Food Articles 

2. Non-Food Articles 

3. Minerals 

Food Articles from the Primary Articles Group account for 14.3%of the total weight. 

Fuel, Power, Light & Lubricants 

1. Coal 

2. Mineral oils 

3. Electricity 
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Manufactured Products 

1. Food product

2. Beverages, Tobacco and 

Tobacco Products 

3. Textiles 

4. Leather and leather products 

5. Wood and wood products 

6. Paper and paper products 

7. Rubber and plastic products 

8. Chemicals & chemical 

products and 

9. Several others. 

 

▪ The most important components of the Manufactured Products Group are Chemicals and Chemical products 

(12% of the total weight); Basic Metals, Alloys and Metal Products (10.8%); Machinery and Machine Tools (8.9%); 

Textiles (7.3%) and Transport, Equipment and Parts (5.2%). 

▪ A wholesale price index (WPI) is an index that measures and tracks the changes in the price of goods in the stages 

before the retail level i.e. goods that are sold in bulk and traded between entities or businesses instead of 

consumers. 

▪ WPI is usually expressed as a ratio or percentage, it shows the included goods' average price change and is often 

seen as one indicator of a country's level of inflation. 

▪ Although many countries and organizations use WPIs in this way, many other countries, including the United 

States, use the producer price index (PPI) instead (a similar but more accurately named index) 

▪ India uses the base year 2011-12 for calculating WPI. 

DECLINE IN STUBBLE BURNING 

▪ Burning of paddy crop residue, declined by 41% last year over 2016-level in Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and 

Delhi-NCR. 

▪ It is the major causes of air pollution, health hazards, disruption of transportation, school closures and soil 

degradation. 

▪ Over 4500 villages of Haryana & Punjab declared as Zero Stubble Burning Villages. 

▪ A Central Sector Scheme was launched to tackle air pollution and to subsidize machinery required for in-situ 

management of crop residue in those States. 

▪ Under the scheme, financial assistance @50% of the cost is provided to the farmers for purchase of crop residue 

machines. 

▪ The financial assistance are provided for establishment of Custom Hiring Centres (CHCs) of in-situ crop residue 

management. 

▪ CHC undertakes Information, Education and Communication (IEC) activities for creating awareness among 

farmers. 

▪ ICAR is implementing the scheme through 60 Krishi Vigyan Kendra (KVKs) as awareness campaigns. 

▪ Separate funds are being allocated to the States for crop residue management under Sub-Mission on Agriculture 

Mechanization. 

DIURNAL CYCLE 

▪ A diurnal cycle is any pattern that recurs every 24 hours as a result of one full rotation of the Earth, around its own 

axis. 

▪ In climatology, the diurnal cycle is one of the most basic forms of climate patterns. 

▪ The most familiar such pattern is the diurnal temperature variation. Such a cycle may be approximately sinusoidal, 

due to the Sun's rising and setting and thermal relaxation at night. 

▪ Diurnal cycles of environmental conditions (light or temperature) can result in similar cycles independent 

biological processes, such as photosynthesis in plants, or clinical depression in humans. 

▪ Plant responses to environmental cycles may even induce indirect cycles in rhizosphere microbial activities, 

including nitrogen fixation. 

▪ A semi-diurnal cycle refers to a pattern that occurs about every twelve hours or about twice a day. 

▪ Often these can be related to lunar tides, in which case the interval is closer to 12 hours and 25 minutes. 
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INDIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY 

▪ In 1929, when Jawaharlal Nehru as Congress President gave the call for ‘Poorna Swaraj’ or total independence 

from British colonial rule, January 26 was chosen as the Independence Day. 

▪ Congress party continued to celebrate it 1930 onwards, till India attained independence and January 26, 1950, was 

chosen as the Republic Day. 

▪ Based on India’s last viceroy Mountbatten’s inputs the Indian Independence Bill was introduced in the British 

House of Commons on July 4, 1947. 

▪ It provided for the end of the British rule in India, on August 15, 1947, and the establishment of the Dominions of 

India and Pakistan, which were allowed to secede from the British Commonwealth. 

▪ Mountbatten had chosen 15th August as Independence Day because it was the second anniversary of Japan’s 

surrender in 1945 during Second World War. 

▪ In 1948, Pakistan started marking August 14 as its Independence Day, either because the ceremony for the transfer 

of power in Karachi was held on August 14, 1947, or because August 14, 1947, was the 27th of Ramadan, a very 

sacred date to the Muslims. 

PM KUSUM SCHEME 

The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) recently rolled out a massive solar-pump programme 

called the PM-KUSUM scheme. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ The Pradhan Mantri Kisan Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan Mahabhiyan (PM-KUSUM) scheme has a target to set up 

25,750 megawatts (MW) solar capacity by 2022 to power irrigation pumps. 

▪ The approved scheme comprises of three components: 

1. Setting up of 10,000 MW of decentralised ground / stilt-mounted grid-connected solar or other renewable 

energy-based power plants. 

2. Installation of 17.5 lakh standalone solar agriculture pumps. 

3. Solarisation of 10 lakh grid-connected solar agriculture pumps 

4. It comes with central financial support of close to Rs 34,000 crore. 

WHAT WILL BE THE INCREMENTAL CHANGE? 

▪ 25,750 MW solar capacity can power about 11.5 million 3 HP (horsepower) pumps or 7 million 5 HP pumps. At 

present, nearly 30 million irrigation pumps are estimated to be operating in India. Of this, 21 million are electric 

and 9 million are diesel-based. 

▪ The KUSUM scheme can potentially convert one-third to one-fourth of all irrigation pumps into solar-powered 

pumps in a short period of 3 years. 

▪ This rapid transition is possible as the scheme makes buying pumps extremely affordable for medium-sized and 

large farmers. 

▪ It comes with 30% subsidy from the central and state government each, and there is a provision to take bank loans 

for 30% of the cost. 

▪ So, farmers have to shell out only 10% of the cost to buy solar pumps. 

BENEFITS 

▪ The scheme is good to increase farmers’ income in the short term. 

▪ As solar power is cheaper than diesel off-grid, solar pumps will reduce the cost of irrigation significantly. 

▪ The effect is substantial in states like Bihar where farmers largely use diesel pumps. 

▪ This will allow farmers to grow more crops (even the water-intensive ones), at a lower cost of cultivation, thereby 

increasing income. 

▪ In Punjab, electric pumps dominate and the power subsidy to the agricultural sector is about Rs. 7000 crore 

annually. 

▪ So, solarisation of agriculture feeders will reduce the subsidy burden significantly. 

▪ Farmers’ income will also be augmented by selling electricity from solar plants on to the discoms. 

▪ The most important part of the solar pump is that the solar cycle matches the irrigation cycle. 

▪ So, farmers will get assured irrigation for at least 6 hours during day time, and they do not have to remain awake 

at night to irrigate their farms. As grid supply is more assured at night in most states. 
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PANCHAMIRTHAM OF PALANI TEMPLE GETS GI TAG 
The renowned ‘Palani Panchamirtham’ which is served as the prasadam in Palani temple was bestowed with 

the tag recently. 

▪ This is the first time a temple ‘prasadam’ from Tamil Nadu has been bestowed with the GI tag. 

▪ Panchamirtham finds mention in the ancient Tamil texts and this offering is said to be dating back to the 9th-

century AD. 

▪ In Tamil, ‘Pancha’ means five and 'amirtham' refers to divine nectar. 

▪ It is made by combining in a prescribed proportion 5 natural substances, banana, cow ghee, cardamom, jaggery 

and honey. 

▪ Dates and sugar candies are added to it for extra flavours. 

▪ The GI limitation for producing the Panchamirtham is not limited to the temple alone, but to the Palani town. 

▪ The Palani panchamirtham is made under the guidance of Mysuru’s Central Food Technological Research 

Institute, a Government of India undertaking. It is also certified by FSSAI. 

▪ It is reportedly made without adding any water, preservatives, artificial ingredients, or any chemical processes. 

▪ The whole process of producing panchamirtham is automated to cater to the increasing demand. 

▪ ‘Tirupati Laddu’ is another temple prasadam which has a GI tag. 

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS TAG 

▪ It is a sign used on products that have a specific geographical origin and possess qualities or a reputation of that 

origin. 

▪ It conveys an assurance of quality and distinctiveness which is attributable to the specific geographical locality. 

▪ It is valid for a period of 10 years following which it can be renewed. 

▪ Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999 (GI Act) is an act for protection of GI 

in India. 

▪ India, as a member of the WTO enacted the Act to comply with the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of 

Intellectual Property Rights. 

▪ Geographical Indications protection is granted through the TRIPS. 

TOTAL FERTILITY RATE (TFR) 

TFR, defined as the number of children born to a woman until the end of her child-bearing age. 

▪ It is a key indicator for population trends. 

▪ India is expected to soon overtake China as the world’s most populous country. 

▪ The TFR has been falling almost everywhere in India. 

▪ TFR data from the Sample Registration System (SRS) undertaken by the Office of the Registrar General. 

▪ SRS estimates provide dynamic trends underlying the population growth. 

▪ For the four successive years (2013-2016) the TFR stagnated at 2.3 births per woman of child-bearing age. 

▪ The latest SRS estimates (2017) show the TFR dropping to 2.2. This figure is only marginally higher than the 

fertility rate (2.1) required for replacement of the existing population. 

▪ Even the states that have a higher TFR, UP (3.0), Bihar (3.2), MP (2.7), Rajasthan (2.6), Assam (2.3), Jharkhand 

(2.5) have been witnessing a declining trend in fertility rates. 

▪ Gujarat and Haryana, recorded a TFR of 2.2, which is above the replacement rate but is equal to the national 

average. 

▪ These 9 major states account for 52% of the 2011 population. 

▪ States with a lower TFR include, 

1. Kerala (1.7), 

2. Tamil Nadu (1.6), 

3. Karnataka (1.7), 

4. Maharashtra (1.7), 

5. Andhra Pradesh (1.6), 

6. Jammu and Kashmir (1.6). 

▪ The replacement level in these states is either 2.1 or has gone below it. 

JAL JEEVAN MISSION 

Prime Minister of India announced the Jal Jeevan Mission in his 2019 Independence Day speech which plans to 

supply water to all households by 2024. 
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BACKGROUND 

For many years, the central and state governments have been making efforts to increase access to safe and adequate 

drinking water. The provision of a basic quantity of drinking water in rural India has been achieved through hand 

pumps, dug wells, household water supply (HWS), etc. Thus, while states like Sikkim managed to achieve high levels 

of HWS, a relatively low percentage of rural Indian households have access to this. 

CHALLENGES 

▪ No enough attention to sustaining or recharging groundwater, the primary source. 

▪ Treating service delivery primarily as an engineering solution without adequate involvement of the users. 

▪ Until now, the institutional landscape for water at both the Centre and state government has been fragmented, 

▪ Several union ministries and state departments deal with different water management aspects, with overlapping 

roles and responsibilities. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ With adequate capacity building and training, 

water can be most efficiently managed at the 

lowest appropriate level. 

▪ Adopting this principle, the Jal Jeevan 

Mission’s first preference will be to have 

community-managed single village ground 

water-based schemes, wherever sufficient 

quantity and good quality of groundwater exists. 

▪ Wherever adequate quantity of safe 

groundwater is not present, or where it may be 

technically not feasible to have single-village 

schemes, surface water-based multi-village 

schemes will be promoted. 

▪ Further, in some remote regions, where it 

may not be techno-economically feasible to have 

household water supply schemes, local innovations, such as solar-based schemes will be encouraged. 

 

▪ Under Jal Jeevan Mission, the government envisages renewed efforts to provide water supply to every household 

by 2024. 

▪ The Jal Jeevan Mission is set to be based on various water conservation efforts like point recharge, desilting of 

minor irrigation tanks, use of greywater for agriculture and source sustainability. 

▪ The Jal Jeevan Mission will converge with other Central and State Government Schemes to achieve its objectives 

of sustainable water supply management across the country. 

▪ The Prime Minister appealed to all states to generate maximum community participation in the form of ‘Jan 

Andolan’ to achieve the target of functional household tap connection by 2024. 

GI TAGS 2019 

The GI Tag under the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) has recently 

registered new GIs. 

I. ‘TIRUR BETEL VINE’ FROM KERALA 

▪ Tirur betel vine is mainly cultivated in Tirur, Tanur, Tirurangadi, Kuttippuram, Malappuram and Vengara block 

panchayaths of Malappuram district. 

▪ It is valued both for its mild stimulant action and medicinal properties. 

▪ It is commonly used for making pan masala for chewing. 

▪ It has many medicinal usages and is considered as a remedy for bad breath and digestive disorders. 
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II. ‘TAWLHLOHPUAN’ OF MIZORAM 

▪ It is a medium to heavy, compactly woven, good quality fabric. 

▪ It is known for warp yarns, warping, weaving and intricate designs that are made by hand. 

▪ Tawlhloh, in Mizo language, means ‘to stand firm or not to move backward’. 

▪ It holds high significance in the Mizo society, is produced throughout the state of Mizoram. 

▪ Aizawl and Thenzawl town are the main centre of production. 

III. MIZO PUANCHEI OF MIZORAM 

▪ It is a colourful Mizo shawl/textile, which is considered as the most colourful among the Mizo textiles. 

▪ It is an essential possession for every Mizo lady and an important marriage outfit in the state. 

▪ It is also the most commonly used costume in Mizo festive dances and official ceremonies. 

▪ The weavers insert the designs and motifs by using supplementary yarns while weaving to create this beautiful 

and alluring textile. 

KONKAN BILATERAL EXERCISE 

It is an annual bilateral exercise between Indian Navy and Royal Navy of Britain. 

▪ It is currently underway off the South Coast of UK. 

▪ It aims to promote mutual understanding, provide exposure to operating procedures, communication measures and 

best practices. 

▪ INS Tarkash, the Indian Navy's stealth frigate is exercising with the Royal Navy's, HMS Defender with integral 

helicopter Wildcat. 

▪ The thrust of this year exercise is on Anti-Air warfare, Anti-Surface Warfare, Flying Operations and Seamanship 

Evolutions of varying complexities.  

INS TARKASH 

▪ It is a state-of-the-art stealth frigate of the Indian Navy. 

▪ It is the 5th Talwar-class frigate constructed for the Indian Navy, built at the Yantar shipyard in Kaliningrad, 

Russia. 

▪ It is equipped with a versatile range of weapons and sensors capable of addressing threats in all three dimensions. 

KURKI BAN 

Punjab government notified a ban on kurkis by banks in the event of their defaulting on loan payments in 2017. 

(But kurkis are still happening despite the ban by government.) 

▪ ‘Kurki’ is attachment of farmers’ land by banks or arhtiyas/sahukars/traders (commission agents and private 

money lenders) in the event of non-payment of loan or debt. 

▪ Kurkis are executed under Section 60 of the Civil Procedure Code, 1908. 

▪ The land, which is pledged by the farmer to the banks, sahukars (private money lenders, gets registered in their 

name through court order in the event of non-repayment of the loan amount. 

▪ The lenders, in turn, either take possession of the land or get it auctioned to recover their money. 

▪ The main drawback of that notification was that it covered only cooperative banks and does not the commercial 

banks, private money lenders/arhatiyas and shadow banks. 

▪ They are, therefore, obtaining decrees from courts to attach the lands of defaulting farmers”. 

▪ The system of making farmers sign pro-notes as a factor responsible for the kurkis. 

▪ There are numerous cases where farmers have repaid twice or thrice the amount taken on loan. 

▪ So, strict implementation is needed to end kurki cases in the state. 

NEW TB DRUG “PRETOMANID” 

The anti-tuberculosis drug Pretomanid was recently approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA). 

▪ This will be a game-changer for treating people with extensively drug-resistant TB (XDR-TB) and multidrug-

resistant TB (MDR-TB) drugs. 
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▪ Pretomanid is only the third drug in the last 4 decades to get FDA approval. 

▪ This highlights the scarcity of new drugs to treat TB bacteria that are rapidly developing resistance against most 

available drugs. 

▪ The all-oral, three-drug regimen of bedaquiline, pretomanid, and linezolid (BPaL) had a 90% cure rate in a phase 

III trial in South Africa involving 109 participants. 

▪ In contrast, the current treatment success rate for XDR-TB and MDR-TB is about 34% and 55%, respectively. 

SIGNIFICANCE 

▪ Importantly, the regimen was found to be safe and effective in curing TB in people living with HIV. 

▪ Unlike 18-24 months needed to treat highly-resistant TB using nearly 20 drugs, the BPaL regimen took just six 

months, was better tolerated and more potent in clearing the bacteria. 

▪ The shorter duration is more likely to increase adherence to therapy and improve treatment outcomes. 

BERESHEET 

▪ It is an Israeli robotic lander for a lunar probe. 

▪ It had carried human DNA samples, along with the ‘Tardigrades’ and 30 million small digitized pages of 

information about human society and culture. 

▪ It crashed and spilled the tardigrades on the Moon. 

BERESHEET 

▪ Beresheet, which gets its name from the Hebrew word for "Genesis", is a $100-million-spacecraft roughly the size 

of a washing machine.  

▪ The team behind the Beresheet mission is an Israel space startup, SpaceIL, which tied up with Israel Aerospace 

Industries to build a four-legged lunar lander. Where many have hoped and dreamed, Beresheet was the first 

privately-funded mission to ever attempt to land on the Moon. 

▪ The lander's gyroscopes failed on 11 April 2019 causing the main engine to shut off, which caused the lander to 

crash on the Moon.  

▪ The lander was previously known as Sparrow and was officially named Beresheet in December 2018.  

▪ Its net mass was 150 kg; when fueled at launch, its mass was 585 kg. 

▪ Though the mission ultimately failed, Israel was the seventh country to have a spacecraft orbit the Moon. 

PANGLOSSIAN 

Recently RBI governor gave an ‘India Panglossian', when talking about the Indian economy. 

He said that RBI is not maintaining a Panglossian countenance and smile away every difficulty of the Indian economy. 

▪ ‘Pangloss’ is a fictional character in Voltaire's novel ‘Candide’. 

▪ Pangloss means “a person who views a situation with unwarranted optimism”. 

▪ The term "Panglossianism" describes baseless optimism of the sort exemplified by Pangloss's beliefs. 

▪ A Panglossian way of life is convinced whatever happens is for the best, and hence make no effort to change it. 

▪ The Indian economy is losing steam has been confirmed by numbers from all key sectors and the governor 

acknowledged all these bottlenecks. 

SIKKIM - FROM CHOGYAL RULE TO INDIAN STATE 

Last week in Sikkim, 10 MLAs from the Opposition SDF defected to the BJP, adding to the political 

uncertainty. 

▪ The current instability follows a unique event, the voting out of a government in power for the first time in 

Sikkim’s history. Since joining India in 1975, Sikkim has seen its government changed only twice. 

▪ Sikkim became part of the Indian union in 1975 as its 22nd state. 

BACKGROUND 

▪ For 333 years before 1975, Sikkim was ruled by the ‘Chogyals’ (kings) of the ‘Namgyal dynasty’ of Tibetan 

descent. 

▪ According to one account, the first ruler, Penchu Namgyal, was installed as king by Tibetan lamas in 1642. 
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▪ The Sikkim kingdom included the Chumbi valley and Darjeeling. 

▪ Chumbi Valley is part of China now. After 1706, there were a series of conflicts between the powers of the region. 

▪ It includes Sikkim, Nepal, Bhutan, and Tibet, resulting in a shrinking of Sikkim’s territorial boundaries. 

▪ In 1814, Sikkim allied with the East India Company in the latter’s campaign against Nepal. 

▪ After the Company won, it restored to Sikkim some of the territories that Nepal had wrested from it in 1780. 

▪ In 1841, the Company purchased Darjeeling from the Namgyal rulers. 

▪ A treaty in 1861 made Sikkim a de facto protectorate of British India. 

▪ Subsequently, the ‘Calcutta Convention of 1890’ demarcated the border between Sikkim and Tibet. 

▪ The Lhasa Convention of 1904 affirmed the Calcutta Convention. 

▪ After India became independent, in 1950, a treaty was signed between Maharaja Tashi Namgyal and India, It 

stated that, “Sikkim shall continue to be a Protectorate of India and, subject to the provisions of this Treaty, shall 

enjoy autonomy in regard to its internal affairs.” 

▪ The gaping income inequality and feudal control over key resources led to popular discontent against the Chogyal 

rulers. 

▪ In December 1947, diverse political groupings came together to form the Sikkim State Congress. 

▪ In 1949, the Chogyal agreed to appoint a five-member Council of Ministers, with three Congress nominees, and 

two of his own. 

▪ In 1953, the Chogyal introduced a new Constitution, and 4 general elections were held based on separate 

electorates. 

▪ In 1973, the royal palace was besieged by thousands of protesters. 

▪ The Chogyal was left with no choice but to ask India to send troops for his assistance. 

▪ Finally, a tripartite agreement was signed between the Chogyal, the Indian government, and 3 major political 

parties. 

▪ In 1974, elections were held, in which the Congress emerged victorious over pro-independence parties. 

▪ In the same year, a new constitution was adopted, which restricted the role of the Chogyal to a titular post. 

▪ The Chogyal resented this and refused to deliver the customary address to the elected Assembly. 

▪ In the same year, India upgraded Sikkim’s status from protectorate to “associated state”, allotting to it one seat 

each in the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha. 

▪ The Chogyal was unhappy with this move and sought to internationalise the issue. 

▪ This did not go down well with Sikkim’s elected leaders, and a referendum was held in 1975. 

▪ A majority voted in favour of abolishing the monarchy and joining India, with only few voting against. 

▪ Subsequently, India’s Parliament approved an amendment to make Sikkim a full state. 

COMPOSITE WATER MANAGEMENT INDEX 2.0 

NITI Aayog is set to release the second Round CWMI 2.0. 

▪ ‘Jal Shakti Ministry’ launched the ‘Jal Shakti Abhiyaan’ a campaign for water conservation and water security. 

▪ To supplement the efforts of Jal Shakti Ministry, NITI Aayog has prepared the Second Round of CWMI 2.0. 

▪ The CWMI is an important tool to assess and improve the performance of States and Union Territories in efficient 

management of water resources. 

▪ This has been done through a first of its kind water data collection exercise in partnership with, 

1. Ministry of Jal Shakti. 

2. Ministry of Rural Development and 

3. all the States/ Union Territories. 

▪ The index would provide useful information for the States and to Central Ministries to formulate and implement 

suitable strategies for better management of water resources. 

▪ CWMI 2.0 ranks various states for the reference year 2017-18 as against the base year 2016-17. 

▪ The Index and this associated report are expected to, 

1. Establish a clear baseline and benchmark for state-level performance on key water indicators. 

2. To uncover and explain how states have progressed on water issues over time. 

3. To identify areas for deeper engagement and investment on the part of the states. 
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▪ The Index comprises 9 themes with 28 different indicators covering, 

1. Groundwater and surface water restoration, 

2. major and medium irrigation, 

3. watershed development, 

4. Participatory irrigation management, 

5. On-farm water use, 

6. Rural and urban water supply, and 

7. Policy and governance. 

The earlier report was widely acknowledged and provided actionable guidance to States on where they were doing 

well and what they needed to focus on to secure their water future. 

INTERMEDIATE RANGE NUCLEAR FORCES TREATY 

US formally quits the US-Russia Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty. 

Concluded in 1987, it had obliged the two countries to eliminate all ground-based missiles of ranges between 500 and 

5,500 km, an objective achieved by 1991. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ At risk is the New START (Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty) signed in 2010 and due to lapse in February 2021. 

▪ It has a provision for a 5-year extension but Mr. Trump has labelled it a bad deal negotiated by the Barack Obama 

administration. 

▪ In May 2019, Director of the Defence Intelligence Agency (DIA) declared that Russia had not adhered with the 

provisions of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). 

▪ The provision is the nuclear testing moratorium in a manner consistent with the CTBT-imposed zero-yield 

standard. 

▪ The CTBT has not entered into force but the US is a signatory and Russia has signed and ratified it. 

▪ Taken together, these ominous pointers indicate the beginning of a new nuclear arms race. 
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BACKGROUND 

▪ The decade of the 1980s saw heightened Cold War tensions. 

▪ Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan (1979) provided the US an opportunity to fund a jihad with the help of 

Pakistan. 

▪ President Ronald Reagan called the USSR an evil empire and launched his space war initiative. 

▪ Soviet deployments in Europe of SS-20 missiles were matched by the US with Pershing II and cruise missiles. 

▪ In 1985, the two countries entered into arms control negotiations on three tracks. They are, 

1. Strategic weapons with ranges of over 5,500 km, leading to the START agreement. 

2. Intermediate-range missiles, of particular concern to the Europeans, and this led to the INF Treaty in 1987. 

3. Nuclear and Space Talks was intended to address Soviet concerns regarding the US’s Strategic Defence 

Initiative (SDI) but this did not yield any concrete outcome. 

INF TREATY 

▪ Under the INF Treaty, no nuclear warheads were dismantled and similar range air-launched and sea-launched 

missiles were not constrained. 

▪ Since it was a bilateral agreement, the treaty did not restrict other countries, but this hardly mattered as it was an 

age of bipolarity and the US-USSR nuclear equation was the only one that counted. 

▪ By 1991, the INF had been implemented. The USSR destroyed a total of 1,846 missiles and the US did the same 

with 846 missiles. 

▪ Associated production facilities were also closed down. 

▪ In keeping with Reagan’s motto of ‘trust but verify’, the INF Treaty was the first pact to include intensive 

verification measures. 

▪ With the end of the Cold War and the break-up of the USSR in end-1991, the arms race was over. 

▪ The US was investing in missile defence and conventional global precision strike capabilities to expand its 

technological lead. 

▪ Some of these were blurring the nuclear-conventional divide. 

ABM 

▪ In 2001, US announced its unilateral withdrawal from the Anti Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty of 1972. The INF 

Treaty had been under threat for some time. 

▪ As Russia began production, formal allegations of violation of the INF Treaty were raised by the Obama 

administration in 2014. 

▪ Russia believes that nuclear stability began getting upset since the US’s unilateral withdrawal from the ABM 

Treaty. 

▪ As the US used its technological lead to gain advantage, Russia became more dependent on its offensive nuclear 

arsenal and began its modernisation and diversification. 

▪ The US 2017 National Security Strategy and the Nuclear Posture Review says, 

▪ Russia as a ‘disruptive power’ pushing for a re-ordering of security and economic structures in Europe and West 

Asia in its favour. 

▪ For the first time, China was identified as a strategic competitor in the Indo-Pacific region in the near-term and 

displacement of the US to achieve global pre-eminence in the future. 

▪ With the geopolitical shift to the Indo-Pacific, the US believes that the INF Treaty was putting it at a disadvantage 

compared to China which is rapidly modernising and currently has 95% of its ballistic and cruise missile 

inventory in the INF range. 

▪ Against this political backdrop, the demise of the agreement was a foregone conclusion. 

NEW START 

▪ New START 2011 was a successor to the START framework 1991, limited both sides to 700 strategic launchers 

and 1,550 operational warheads. 

▪ It lapses in February 2021 unless extended for a 5-year period. 

▪ US has indicated that a decision on the agreement will be taken in January 2021, after the 2020 election. It is clear 

that the New START will also meet the fate of the INF Treaty. 
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▪ This means that, for the first time since 1972, when the Strategic Arms Limitation Act (SALT) I concluded, 

strategic arsenals from the US and Russia will not be constrained by any arms control agreement. 

AKADEMIK LOMONOSOV 

It is the World's 1st ‘Floating Nuclear Power Plant’ (FNPP) developed by Russia's ROSATOM. 

▪ It is designed to make it possible to supply electricity to hard-to-reach areas, regardless of transport infrastructure 

& landscape. 

▪ It left the Arctic port of Murmansk to begin its 5,000 kilometres voyage to Pevek in northeastern Siberia. 

▪ The reactor has the potential to work particularly well in regions with power supply shortages, limited access to 

electrical grids. 

▪ The plant, loaded with nuclear fuel, will replace a coal-fired power plant. 

▪ For fossil fuel-based electricity generation, up to 40% of the cost is attributed to the price of coal, oil or gas and 

for delivery. 

▪ This figure is even higher for especially remote locations. 

▪ So, the small size, lightweight, and fixed cost of the FNPP eliminate many such challenges. 

▪ ROSATOM insists that the vessel is designed to be safe, and will not harm the environment. However, it has 

warned of the dangers as "Chernobyl on ice" and a "Nuclear Titanic" bound for catastrophe. 

ROSATOM 

▪ It is Russian State-run Atomic Energy Corporation. 

▪ It is the only company in the world to offer integrated clean energy solutions across the nuclear supply chain and 

beyond. 

▪ It includes the design, build and operation of nuclear power stations, uranium mining, conversion and enrichment. 

▪ Globally, the company has the second biggest uranium reserves. 

▪ It has 40% of the world's enrichment market and is the world's biggest builder of the latest generation nuclear 

power stations. 

JAPAN AND SOUTH KOREA’S FEUD 

South Korea has terminated its military intelligence-sharing pact GSOMIA with Japan. 

▪ It comes after Japan removed South Korea's favoured trade partner status and imposed export controls on its 

important electronics sector. 

▪ Tensions between Japan and South Korea have been mounting over trade and intelligence disagreements. 

▪ Japan removed South Korea from its list of preferred trade partners, called the “Whitelist.” 

▪ Japan alleged that South Korea had broken protocol and illegally shared chemical imports with North Korea. 

However, South Korea denied the accusation. 

▪ The 2 nations share a complicated history. 

▪ South Korea has for long complained about wartime atrocities and inadequate apologies for colonial excesses on 

Japan’s part. 

▪ They have fought on and off since at least the 7th Century, and Japan has repeatedly tried to invade the peninsula 

since then. 

▪ In 1910, it annexed Korea, turning the territory into a colony. 

▪ When World War 2 began, thousands of women, from across Asia were sent to military brothels to service 

Japanese soldiers. 

▪ Many of these victims, known as "Comfort women" were Korean. 

▪ Japan's rule of Korea ended in 1945 when it was defeated in the war. 

▪ In 1965, 20 years after Japan's defeat, South Korea agreed to normalise relations, in exchange for millions of 

dollars in loans and grants. 

▪ The issue of "comfort women" remains a sensitive one. 

▪ A deal was eventually signed in 2015, Japan apologised and promised to pay 1 bn yen, the amount South Korea 

asked for to fund victims. The historic dispute rumbles on, with neither country looking likely to bend. 

GSOMIA 

▪ It is the “General Security Of Military Information Agreement”. 
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▪ It was signed in 2016 to streamline intelligence sharing between the U.S., Japan and South Korea about North 

Korean nuclear activity. 

▪ It automatically renews annually unless one of the countries decides to pull out. 

▪ Before the GSOMIA, the U.S. had two separate intelligence-sharing agreements with South Korea and Japan. 

INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR REMEMBRANCE OF THE SLAVE TRADE AND ABOLITION 

The night of 22 to 23 August 1791, in Santo Domingo (today Haiti and the Dominican Republic) saw the 

beginning of the uprising. 

▪ It was against this background, the ‘International Day for the Remembrance of the Slave Trade and its Abolition’ 

was commemorated on 23 August each year. 

▪ It is to commemorate “the tragedy of the slave trade in the memory of all peoples”. 

▪ UNESCO also established an international, intercultural project called ‘The Slave Route’. 

▪ It is to document and conduct an analysis of the interactions to which it has given rise between Africa, Europe, the 

Americas and the Caribbean. 

▪ Indentured servitude from India started in 1834 and lasted up till 1922, despite having been officially banned in 

1917 by British. 

▪ Between 1830-1860, the British, French and the Portuguese during the colonisation of India, prohibited slavery. 

▪ In Europe in the 1820s, there was a new kind of liberal humanism where slavery was considered inhuman. 

▪ It was following this ideology that the colonisers stopped slavery in India. 

▪ But it was only to replace it with another form of bonded servitude and termed it ‘indentured labour’. 

▪ The British Empire was expanding to South America, Africa and Asia and they needed new labour. But slavery 

was considered inhuman. So they developed the concept of contract labour. 

▪ In 2011, a plaque was unveiled at the Kidderpore docks in Kolkata in memory of indentured labourers who passed 

through the city’s port. 

▪ On the banks of the Hooghly, the Suriname Ghat is named after one of the colonies to where ships would depart 

from Kolkata. 

▪ At the Suriname Ghat, the Mai-Baap Memorial is an unassuming metal structure that was unveiled. 

▪ The statue is a replica of the Baba and Mai monument in Paramaribo, Suriname. 

▪ It marks the first Indian migrants in Suriname. 

ADVISORY BOARD ON BANK FRAUDS (ABBF) 

The Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) has reconstituted the Advisory Board on Bank, Commercial and 

Financial Frauds as the “Advisory Board for Banking Frauds” (ABBF). 

▪ CVC in consultation with RBI, based on ‘YM Malegam’ expert committee on NPAs and frauds, took this 

decision. 

▪ It reconstitutes the body with 4 members, who will have a 2-year tenure. 

▪ State-run banks will need to report all cases of large frauds to ABBF 

▪ The board’s jurisdiction would be limited to those cases involving the level of officers of General manager and 

above in public sector banks. 

▪ Individual PSBs would refer all large fraud cases above Rs 50 crore to the board. 

▪ On receipt of its recommendation/advice, the PSB concerned would take further action in such matters. 

▪ ABBF will decide the course of action for each of these cases, including a reference to investigating agencies such 

as the CBI. 

▪ Normally, frauds and NPAs are considered a consequence of each other, but they are different. 

▪ The distinction between a bank fraud and an NPA is that, 

1. A fraud is a criminal offence. 

2. An NPA is a loan or advances wherein the interest and/or instalments of the principal remain overdue for over 

90 days. 

COP 18 OF THE CITES 

Over 100 nations, acting within the framework of CITES, approved a proposal by India, Nepal and 

Bangladesh. 
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▪ It is to prohibit commercial international trade in a species of ‘Otter’ native to the subcontinent and some other 

parts of Asia. 

▪ The Conference also accepted a separate proposal by India, moved together with the EU, the US and the 

Philippines. 

▪ It is for inclusion of a species of ‘Gecko lizard’ for protection as a species not necessarily threatened with 

extinction. 

▪ It is found widely in South Asia, the US, and Madagascar. 

▪ To control the trade in order to avoid utilisation incompatible with their survival. 

Members voted to move the Smooth-coated otter (Lutrogale perspicillata) from CITES Appendix II to CITES 

Appendix I. 

▪ It is considered to be facing a high risk of extinction 

▪ It is detrimentally affected by international trade and habitat loss. 

▪ The other proposal that was passed was to include the ‘Tokay gecko’ (Gekko gecko) in CITES Appendix II. 

▪ India had proposed Appendix I status for the small-clawed otter, mako shark, the Indian star tortoise and the 

Tokay gecko. 

The Indian star tortoise was upgraded to CITES Appendix I (threatened with extinction). 

▪ It got the highest level of international protection from commercial trade. 

The Indian star tortoise is an IUCN-listed ‘Vulnerable’ species. 

▪ It is being illegally trafficked despite restrictions on its trade. 

▪ To combat the stress (largely from trading), range states like Sri Lanka and India, submitted a proposal to CITES 

summit. 

▪ It is to move the star tortoise from Appendix II to Appendix I, it was passed with a majority by nations 

participating in CITES. 

▪ Now it prohibits international trade of these species except when the purpose of the import is for scientific 

research. 

▪ They are native to India and found only in Sri Lanka, some parts of India and adjoining Pakistan. 

‘Sharks’ gets special protection - 

▪ 18 species of sharks and rays, threatened by the scale of international trade in their fins and meat, were included in 

Appendix II of the Convention. 

▪ This will limits the trade to sustainable levels. 

No more trade in ‘African elephants’ - 

▪ Parties vote to restrict trade from Zimbabwe and Botswana. 

▪ They can no longer be shipped to zoos and circuses worldwide 

▪ This will save an untold number of baby elephants from being torn from their mothers, beaten during capture and 

conscripted into a lifetime of captivity. 

▪ Zimbabwe made $2.7 million by selling 97 live elephants to China and the United Arab Emirates between 2012 

and 2018. 

‘Giraffes’ accorded protection from trade for the first time - 

▪ The giraffe has been placed in Appendix II of CITES. 

▪ This places prohibitions on uncontrolled trade. 

▪ They have been listed as ‘Vulnerable’ on the IUCN list. 

▪ 40% decline of African giraffe has been recorded over the last 30 years. 

CITES 

▪ It is an international agreement aimed at ensuring that international trade in specimens of wild animals and plants 

does not threaten their survival. 

▪ It was drafted after a resolution was adopted at a meeting of the members of the IUCN in 1963. 

▪ Convention was agreed in Washington DC, therefore, sometimes referred to as the ‘Washington Convention’. 
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▪ It entered into force on July 1, 1975, and now has 183 parties. 

▪ States and regional economic integration organisations adhere voluntarily to CITES. 

▪ The Convention is legally binding on the Parties in the sense that they are committed to implementing it. 

▪ However, it does not take the place of national laws and it provides a framework for Parties to make domestic 

legislation. 

▪ To ensure that the Convention is implemented effectively in their national jurisdictions. 

SHAGUN 

Union HRD Ministry launched Integrated Online junction for School Education ‘Shagun’. 

▪ It is one of world’s largest system of its kind to improve school education, by creating a junction for all online 

portals and websites relating to various activities of the Department of School Education and all States and Union 

Territories. 

▪ The word ‘Shagun’ is coined from two different words, 

1. ‘Shala’ meaning Schools and 

2. ‘Gunvatta’ meaning Quality. 

▪ Websites of Kendriya Vidyalayas, Navodaya Vidyalayas, other CBSE affiliated schools, SCERTs, among others 

are integrated with ‘Shagun’ 

▪ The portal seeks to connect approximately 92 lakh teachers and 26 crores, students. 

▪ Common people can directly give their feedback about schools which will further increase public participation. 

▪ ‘Integrated National School Education Treasury’ (INSET) is to be set up, 

▪ It envisages a fully integrated, instantly accessible and seamless information network for all parameters relating to 

the students, teachers, and schools in the country. 

▪ The main focus areas will be, 

1. Reinforcing and cleaning the data of the Integrated Online Junction through feedback from Stakeholders. 

2. Ensuring full inter-operability among the websites, portals and applications which are already hosted in the 

junction. 

3. Creating high-quality e-contents, including quizzes and puzzles to enhance learning. 

4. Using artificial intelligence and deep machine learning in a variety of ways to enhance the quality of school 

education. 

H1N1 INFLUENZA 

▪ In 2009, the first case of ‘Influenza A’ H1N1 was reported in Mexico, later the infection spread to a total of 214 

countries. 

▪ 10 years since H1N1 outbreaks in India, saw as many as 1.58 lakh persons being infected and over 10,000 

succumbing to it. 

▪ H1N1 (Swine Flu) is an infection caused by a virus, a subtype of Influenza A virus (a communicable viral 

disease). 

▪ It is a common infection in ‘pigs’ worldwide and it can potentially infect the respiratory tract of pigs. 

▪ Sometimes, people who are closely associated with pigs or in the proximity of pigs have developed swine flu. 

▪ Since the virus is contagious, it can spread from human to human. 

▪ Respiratory transmission occurs mainly by droplets disseminated by unprotected coughs and sneezes. 

▪ Hand contamination and direct inoculation of the virus is another possible source of transmission. 

▪ An analysis in India shows that ‘Maharashtra’ has reported the highest number of cases and deaths since the 

influenza outbreak. 

▪ In the temperate countries, peak influenza activity is recorded in winters. 

▪ In the tropical and sub-tropical countries like in India, the primary peak of influenza activity is during the 

monsoon. 

▪ Overcrowding leads to increased transmission of airborne infection in India. 

▪ Infection cases are reported mainly from western parts of India, localised to Pune in Maharashtra and Jaipur in 

Rajasthan. 

▪ North-eastern states like Arunachal Pradesh and Tripura, which had never reported H1N1 in the past, notified 44 

cases in 2017. 

▪ According to researchers, observations require further probe to understand the changing ecological and 

transmission dynamics. 
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MARINE FISHERIES REGULATION AND MANAGEMENT (MFRM) BILL 2019 

The Marine Fisheries Regulation and Management (MFRM) Bill 2019 is in the public domain for discussion. 

India has obligations to frame laws under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) 1982 and 

the World Trade Organisation (WTO) agreements. The Marine Fisheries Regulation and Management (MFRM) Bill 

2019 is one such piece of legislation. 

WHAT DOES UNCLOS PROVIDE FOR? 

▪ Under UNCLOS, which India ratified in 1995, the sea and resources in the water and the seabed are classified into 

three zones: 

1. THE INTERNAL WATERS (IW): The internal waters (IW) is on the landward side of the baseline; 

includes gulfs and small bays. Coastal states treat IW like land. 

2. THE TERRITORIAL SEA (TS): The territorial sea (TS) extends outwards to 12 nautical miles from the 

baseline. In this, coastal nations enjoy sovereignty over airspace, sea, seabed and subsoil and all living and 

non-living resources therein. 

3. THE EXCLUSIVE ECONOMIC ZONE (EEZ): The EEZ extends outwards to 200 nautical miles from the 

baseline. Coastal nations have sovereign rights for exploration, exploiting, conserving and managing all the 

natural resources therein. 

OBJECTIVES 

▪ Regulation - Since fisheries is a state subject, fishing in the IW and TS come within the purview of the states 

concerned. 

▪ Other activities in the TS and activities, including fishing beyond the TS up to the limit of the EEZ, are in the 

Union list. 

▪ No Central government, so far, has framed laws covering the entire EEZ. 

▪ The Bill attempts to make up for this gap. 

▪ The annual fishery potential of the country’s EEZ is about 5 million tonnes. 

▪ Utilising it judiciously is an important priority of the government that was underscored by the formation of a new 

fisheries ministry. 

▪ WTO - The Bill is also a response to discussions on fisheries’ subsidies at the WTO since the Doha Round of 

2001. 

▪ India has been defending the rights of developing nations for special and differential treatment. 

▪ Developed countries contend that nations without laws to manage fisheries in their respective EEZs are not serious 

about unregulated fishing. 

▪ The MFRM Bill comes as India’s response to this too. 

PROVISIONS 

▪ The Bill prohibits fishing by foreign fishing vessels, thus nationalising the country’s EEZ. 

▪ An Indian fishing vessel keen on fishing in the EEZ, outside the TS, must obtain a permit. 

▪ This requirement has been contested by the fishing industry, particularly small-scale operators. 

▪ Bigger vessels, particularly trawlers, registered and licensed under state departments, will need a permit to fish. 

▪ This is a welcome measure to manage the fishing sector. 

▪ The Bill respects the jurisdiction of the coastal states over the TS. 

▪ It proposes social security for fish workers and calls for protection of life at sea during severe weather events. 

CONCERNS 

▪ There is a faulty assumption in the Bill that only large-scale vessels fish outside the TS. 

▪ In reality, thousands of small-scale fishing crafts regularly venture into such areas. 

▪ Their freedom to access fish outside the TS will cease if the Bill becomes law. 

▪ A few exemption clauses to safeguard their livelihoods should be incorporated in the Bill. 

▪ The Bill also lacks congruence with important regional fishery agreements. 

▪ It seems to be incomplete compared to the regulations in other coastal nations. 

▪ However, it is necessary for the sustainable future of the marine fishing industry. 
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WAY FORWARD 

▪ Fish cannot be bound by territoriality diktats of the Centre or states. 

▪ Cooperative governance between them over different territories (IW, TS and EEZ) is key to the sustainable 

management of marine fisheries. 

▪ Hence, ideally, this should now go into the Concurrent List. 

▪ Small-scale fish workers should demand to make the entire IW and TS completely free of trawling using the 

FAO/UN Small-Scale Fisheries Guidelines to support their arguments. 

▪ This will raise their incomes, ensure a steady supply to consumers, heal the coastal areas and curb the bane of 

destructive fishing. 

HURRICANES CLASSIFICATION 

Hurricane ‘Dorian’ is on track to make landfall in Florida as extremely dangerous ‘Category 4’ storm. 

▪ Meteorologists use the ‘Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale’ to measure a hurricane's strength. 

▪ It is a 1 to 5 rating scale based on a hurricane's sustained wind speed. 

 

▪ This scale estimates potential property damage. 

▪ Category 3 and higher are considered as major hurricanes because of their potential for significant loss of life and 

damage. 

▪ Category 1 and 2 storms are still dangerous, require preventative measures. 

▪ In the western North Pacific, the term "Super typhoon" is used for tropical cyclones with sustained winds 

exceeding 150 mph. 

▪ However, this scale only takes into account a storm’s maximum windspeed and disregard other threats like 

expected rainfall or storm surge. 

▪ An alternative to the Saffir-Simpson Scale is AccuWeather’s “Real Impact Scale”. 

▪ This takes other metrics besides wind speed into account. 

EVOLUTION OF JUPITER 

‘Juno’, the NASA probe orbiting Jupiter, has been sending information that gives scientists new insights into 

the evolution and structure of the planet. 

▪ A new study suggests that 4.5 billion years ago, Jupiter received a massive whack from a planet still being formed 

and swallowed it. 

▪ Another study looks at the reasons why the “stripes” on Jupiter do not run deep into its surface. 

▪ Information sent by Juno shows that Jupiter’s core is not mainly ice and rock as previously thought 

▪ It is a “fuzzy core” that includes lighter elements like helium and hydrogen. 

▪ Scientists suggest that it could be explained by a head-on collision with a still-forming planet about 10 times the 

size of Earth. 

▪ Magnetic fields can make fluids that conduct electricity (like Jupiter’s atmosphere) behave more like honey than 

water. 

▪ Deeper into the planet, where the pressure is higher, the atmosphere becomes more conducting. 

▪ It is more strongly influenced by the planetary magnetic field. 
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DINDIGUL LOCK & KANDANGI SAREE 

Tamil Nadu’s ‘Dindigul lock’ and ‘Kandangi saree’ gets GI tag. 

 

▪ The Dindigul Lock, Hardware and Steel Furniture Workers Industrial Co-operative Society and Amrar Rajiv 

Gandhi Handloom Weavers Cooperative Production and Sales Society now have the exclusive rights over these 

products. 

▪ The ‘handmade’ Dindigul locks were famous for their traditional design, safety and quality raw materials. 

▪ Government institutions such as prisons, hospitals and even temples use these locks instead of other machine-

made ones. 

▪ Every lock is designed and possesses a unique style and it has its own special name. 

▪ Some varieties of the locks made in Dindigul are Mango lock, Door lock, Almirah lock, Export lock, Excise lock. 

▪ There are various categories of locks including brass, steel, mild steel painted chromium plated and galvanized 

lock. 

▪ There is also complete manual assembling with each lock having its own unique key code. 

▪ Kandangi Sarees, are manufactured in the Karaikudi taluk in Sivaganga district. 

▪ They are characterised by large contrast borders and some are known to have borders covering as far as two-thirds 

of the saree. 

▪ Amrar Rajiv Gandhi Handloom Weavers Cooperative Production and Sales Society Ltd. filed the application for 

GI tag. 

▪ The sarees are being made in the town for more than 150-years. 

▪ Traditionally, Kandangi sarees were all brick-red, black and mustard, a combination that flatters any type of 

complexion. 

▪ The traditional Kandangi cotton saree is known to be distinctly characterised in the border by the design of temple 

checks. 

▪ The sarees exude brilliant colours like bright yellows, oranges, red and a minimal black in the traditional pattern 

of stripes. 

▪ They are made out of natural dyes and is known to be distinctly characterised in the border by the design of 

temple checks. 

 


